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Foreword
A systematic diagnosis of a revenue administration is a prerequisite to developing a successful

strategy for its reform. However, given the complexity of tax and customs administration, this is not a
simple task. A host of external and internal factors need to be analyzed to uncover the roots of
organizational and institutional dysfunction. Also, the diagnosis needs to be done in a participative
manner to build consensus around the causes of inadequate performance and their remedies.

As part of a wider World Bank effort to develop diagnostic toolkits for assessing institutional
weaknesses that affect government performance, the Tax Policy and Administration Thematic Group, a
part of the Public Sector Group of the Poverty Reduction and Economic Management (PREM)
Network, has sponsored the development of the Diagnostic Framework for Revenue Administration. It
has been prepared by Jit B. S. Gill, with inputs from internal and external members of the Thematic
Group.

The Framework enables a step-by-step analysis of the environment, history, resources, strategy,
transformation processes, outputs and feedback mechanisms of the revenue administration system,
with a view to identifying systemic deficiencies that lead to inefficiency and ineffectiveness in its
operations. Besides a detailed set of diagnostic questions for each area of analysis, the framework
provides illustrations of frequently encountered problems and their possible remedies. The framework
can be used in a group setting involving different stakeholders, to guide brainstorming sessions and
draft reform strategies.

The Framework is part of the Thematic Group's mission to provide timely, operationally
relevant knowledge products and services to Bank staff, external professionals and developing country
policy makers. Like all toolkits, it is by definition a work in progress. We look forward to feedback
and comments from readers and users.

The Diagnostic Framework for Revenue Administration is also available on-line at:
http://www.worldbank.org/publicsector/toolkits.htm.

Michael Engelschalk
Head, Tax Policy and Administration Thematic Group

Public Sector Group
Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Network

April, 2000 The World Bank
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Abstract

The World Bank has long been engaged in supporting modernization of tax and customs administration
in a number of countries. A review of the Bank's operations in this area in the 199N, indicates that their main
thrust has been reforms in tax policy and tax laws; streamlining of basic technical processes, such as taxpayer
registration, processing of returns and payments, tax audit and border operations; computerization;
reorganization of tax departments on functional lines; creation of Large Taxpayers Units; and technical training.
Relatively less attention has been paid to other important elements of the revenue administration system,
namely, the array of environmental factors that impinge on the Revenue Administration2 (RA); the effect of the
history of the RA on its current and future functioning; organizational strategy; organization and management
functions; and informal culture. As a result, many of the past operations may have failed to fully uncover the
underlying causes of institutional and organizational dysfunction, leading to partial solutions and sub-optimal
outcomes.

The objective of this paper is to provide a comprehensive diagnostic framework for revenue
administration that would take into account, in an integrated manner, both the traditional areas of focus as well
as areas that seem to have been under-emphasized.

Chapter 1 provides three sets of indicators to conduct a Preliminary Examination to identify the
symptoms of the RA's weaknesses: Indicators of the Nature and Scale of Operations, to give an understanding
of the size and complexity of the RA being studied, so as to put things in perspective; Indicators of Effectiveness
to help evaluate how effectively the RA is performing its core functions; and Indicators of Efficiency to assess
the efficiency of its operations. The data collected for these indicators would be useful in establishing trends in
recent performance of the RA and in comparing actual performance with targets. It would also help in making
comparisons against regional and international benchmarks, where these are available. (Benchmarks are not
included in the paper). The preliminary examination would highlight functional areas where performance
deficiencies are severe and which, consequently, deserve special attention.

Chapter 2 presents the conceptual framework used for the detailed diagnosis of the RA. This is the
Congruence Model. The Model (see overleaf) regards an organization as an Open System, consisting of an
inter-related set of components. The organization takes Inputs, puts them through a Transformation Process and
produces Outputs. Three direct inputs go into an organizational system: Environment; Resources; and History.
From these inputs a fourth input, the Strategy, is derived. The inputs feed into the Transformation Process that
is an interaction of four components: (i) Tasks, (ii) Formal Organizational Arrangements, (iii) Informal
Organization or Culture and (iv) Individuals. The results of the transformation process appear as outputs at the
individual, unit and organizational levels. There is a continuousfeedback from outputs to the transformation
process, from the transformation process to inputs and from outputs to inputs.

'Policy Research Working Paper 2237: Reforming Tax Systems: The World Bank's Record in the 1990s: Luca Barbone, Arindam Das Gupta, Luc De
Wulf and Anna Hansson: The World Bank. PREM Network, Public Sector Management Division, November 1999.

'For the purpose of this paper, 'Revenue Administration' is understood to include both tax administration and customs administration.

'David A. Nadler and Michael Tushman: "Organization, Congruence and Effectiveness: A Modelfor Diagnosing Organizational Behavior: Applying a
Congruence Perspective". The Management of Organizations: Strategies, Tactics and Analyses, New York, Harper & Row, Publishers, 1989.
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The central idea of the Congruence Model is that the effectiveness of an organization in achieving its
objectives depends on the Congruence or Fit between different parts of the Model. Effectiveness is greatest
when (a) the strategy fits the environment, resources and history, on the one hand, and the transformation
process outputs and feedback mechanisms, on the other; (b) the Transformation Process fits the strategy, desired
outputs and feedback mechanisms; and (c) the four components of the transformation process i.e. Tasks, Formal
Organizational Arrangements, Informal Organization and Individuals fit each other. Whenever there is a lack of
congruence between any of these elements, the result is inadequate performance. This is illustrated below. In
order to improve the effectiveness of an organization, what needs to be done is to, first, identify areas of lack of
fit and, then, design remedial measures to improve the fit.

Ineffective Organization Effective Organization

v Strategy \ X Strategy Outputs
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Chapter 3 applies the Congruence Model to the diagnosis of the RA. It discusses the environmental
factors that impinge on the RA and their potential impact on its performance. These factors are shown below.
Thereafter, it provides a Framework for Analysis of the RA Environment. This includes a detailed set of
diagnostic questions related to each environmental factor, that would help identify institutional or organizational
problems linked with it. Further, for the benefit of readers who do not have a detailed knowledge of revenue
administration, the framework provides illustrations of institutional and organizational deficiencies that are
likely to be uncovered by the diagnostic questions and possible reform options that may be considered to
address these deficiencies.
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Following a similar approach, the Resoures, History, Strategy, Outputs and Feedback Mechanisms of
the RA are discussed. For each of these elements, analytical frameworks with diagnostic questions, problems
likely to be encountered and their potential anti-dotes are presented.

The analysis of the Transformation Processes of the RA is more complex than that of the other elements
of the revenue administration system. As mentioned above, this requires an analysis of the congruence between
four variables: tasks, formal organization arrangements, informal organization and individuals. To facilitate this
analysis, a detailed list of the Organization and Maiagement Tasks and Technical Tasks of the RA is provided,
along with a brief description of the nature of these tasks. Thereafter, an analytical framework, organized
around the other three variables is presented. While some of the diagnostic questions pertain to the RA as a
whole, others require answers based on a task-by-task analysis. As in the case of the other elements of the
model, illustrations of the problems likely to be revealed and possible reform options are provided for the
transformation processes as well.

It must be emphasized that, given the wide variation in country circumstances, levels of development of
the RA and the nature of problems and their solutions, the diagnostic questions and illustrations mentioned
above are by no means exhaustive. The reader is encouraged to adapt the diagnosis to the specific context of the
RA being studied. This would require asking additional questions that may be relevant; discarding questions

3



that are not applicable; looking for problems with an open mind and developing solutions that are most
appropriate in the given circumstances.

Chapter 4 provides a methodology for converting the insights derived from the diagnosis of different
elements of the RA's system into a reform strategy. The process is indicated below:

Analysis of RA Environment 1 [ Possible Reform Options 1 Reform
i~~~~~~~~~ I I____________ J Strategy

Analysis of RA Resource Possible Reform ODtions

Reforms
Analvsis of RA History Possible Reform Options Consolidation Outside the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / \ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I Box
Evaluation

Analysis of RA Strategy Possible Reform Options oritization

Analvsis of RA Transformation Possible Reform Options Sequencing

Reforms
Analysis of RA Outputs Possible Reform Options Inside the

Box

Analysis of RA Feedback Mechanisms Possible Reform Options|

Initial versions of the diagnostic framework were used for developing the Latvia State Revenue Service
Modernization Project and the Bolivia Institutional Reform Project. A more comprehensive use of the
framework was made in the preparation of the Colombia Public Financial Management Project - IL Copies
of the working documents relating to the Colombia project are proposed to be made available through the Tax
Policy and Administration Thematic Group Home Page on the Intranet. In the meantime, if needed, these can
be obtained from the author.

4



Chapter 1

Preliminary Examination

As a prelude to an in-depth diagnosis of the Revenue Administration (RA), it would be useful to get a

general idea of its mandate, workload, priority areas, organizational size and geographical spread. It would also
be important to know how effectively and efficiently the revenue administration is currently performing its
functions and what are the areas where performance problems are acute. Such preliminary examination would
provide a context for the diagnostic exercise and help direct attention to critical weaknesses. Three sets of
indicators are provided below for this purpose.

Indicators of Nature and Scale of Operations

Quantitative Indicators:

Type of taxes and duties administered by the RA.
- Number of registered taxpayers by tax type.
- Number of large taxpayers who account for 80% of tax revenues.
- Number of declarations (i.e. tax retums and customs declarations) processed annually and frequency.
* Amount of taxes collected annually by tax type:

* Taxes withheld at source.
* Taxes paid voluntarily by taxpayers.
* Additional revenue collected as a result of administrative actions (audit, investigation,

assessment, imposition of penalties and interest, recovery of tax arrears, disposal of confiscated
goods etc.)

* Amount of taxes in arrears.
* Amount of taxes refunded annually.
* Number of employees of the RA:

* Managers;
* Technical staff,
* Support staff.

"Taxpayers", includes customs clients.
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Qualitative Indicators:

* Mode of organization of the RA: whether based on type of taxes administered, on functions or on other
criteria.

* Overall organizational structure of the RA.
* Number of offices at the regional and local levels.

Indicators of Effectiveness

Quantitative Indicators:
* Total revenue collected/ Annual revenue collection target.
* Total revenue collected/GDP.

Tax Gap = 1 - Total revenue collected
Potential revenue

* Number of tax declarations filed/ Number of registered taxpayers.
* Number of tax declarations received on time/ Total number of tax declarations filed.
* Amount of taxes paid voluntarily by taxpayers/ Amount of taxes payable on the basis of tax

declarations.
* Additional taxes assessed after investigation and audit/ Tax liability declared.
* Amount of additional assessed taxes upheld in appeal/ Amount of additional assessed taxes challenged

in appeal.
* Amount of additional taxes collected/ Additional taxes assessed.
* Amount of tax arrears recovered/ Total amount of tax arrears at the beginning of the year.
* Number of cases of tax evasion, customs fraud or smuggling successfully prosecuted each year.

Qualitative Indicators
* Perception of taxpayers regarding:

Risk of detection of non-compliance and severity of consequences.
Quality of assistance provided by the RA to enable taxpayers to comply with their legal
obligations.

* .Effectiveness of the RA in resolving taxpayer problems.
* Public perception regarding the degree of corruption in the RA.
* RA morale and self-image.

Indicators of Efficiency

Quantitative Indicators:
Average number of days taken to identify and notify:

* Stop-filers
* Non-filers
* Non-payment or underpayment of declared tax liabilities.

* Number of taxpayers/ Number of RA employees
* Administrative costs/ Total revenue collected.
* Direct and indirect compliance costs incurred by taxpayers. These would include costs related to:

* Legal advice to understand and interpret the tax laws.
Preparation and filing of declarations.

* Payment of taxes.

6



* Representation before the RA in audit proceedings.
* Filing of objections and appeals against assessments.
* Getting refund of excess taxes paid.
* Meeting information requirements of the RA (sales and purchase data, information regarding

transactions with third parties etc.).
Attending to RA requirements during field operations (survey of business premises, search and
seizure operations, checking of issue of VAT invoices, inspection of cargo etc.).

* Withholding taxes on behalf of the RA.

Information collected for the above indicators should cover both the actual performance of the RA and
the corresponding performance targets, if any. Various sources can be tapped to compile the information.
These include national accounts; tax laws and regulations; statistical reports prepared by the RA on a regular
basis; unpublished information available with different functional areas of the RA; and interviews with
managers and staff of the RA as well as with a representative sample of taxpayers and other stakeholders. The
amount of information available will vary depending on the level of development of the RA and the
sophistication of its information systems. It is likely that information for all the indicators mentioned above may
not be easily available. In such cases, statistical sampling may be used. Where feasible, it would be desirable to
compile the quantitative information for a three to five year horizon.

Besides giving an idea of the size and complexity of the RA being dealt with, the information generated
by the indicators would help pinpoint RA weaknesses. First, time series data would indicate performance trends
and flag areas where performance has been steadily deteriorating or is stagnant. Second, a comparison of actual
performance with the performance targets of the RA would indicate areas where the RA is consistently unable to
meet demands and expectations of the government and taxpayers. Finally, a comparison of the RA's
performance with regional and intemational benchmarks, where available, will indicate areas where its
efficiency and effectiveness is below par compared to its peers.

7



Chapter 2

Conceptual Framework For

De tailed Diagnosis

The Congrulence Model

For the purpose of the detailed diagnosis of revenue administration, an organizational analysis model,
known as the Congruence Model, has been used, with some modifications. This is shown in Figure I below.

INPUTS TRANSFORMATION OUTPUTS
I I I ~ ~~~~PROCESS

IENVIRONMENl TASKS ONLEVEL

RESOURCES STRTEG INDIORGN. IT LEVEL

^~~~~~8 FOF WAL INDIVIDUAL|HISTORY ORGANIZATION LLEDE_

_The Congruence Model
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The model regards an organization as an Open System, consisting of an inter-related set of components,
that interacts with the environment. The organization takes Inputs, puts them through a Transformation Process
and produces Outputs. Like most systems it has internal inter-dependence. Changes in one component cause
changes in others. The organization also has a capacityforfeedback that could, potentially, be used for control
and correction. Further, an organization is normally a system in equilibrium. When an external stimulus acts to
change the status quo, the system reacts to restore the initial condition. However, if the stimulus is strong and
sustained, it may be possible to overcome reactive forces and move the system to another, more desirable
equilibrium (this has important implications for efforts to modernize the organization). Furthermore, it is
possible to reach the same set of outcomes with different combinations of system elements. Thus, there is no
one best way to ensure the achievement of organizational objectives.

Inputs

There are three direct inputs that go into an organizational system: Environment; Resources; and
History.

Every organization exists in the context of a larger environment that includes other organizations,
individuals, laws, rules, norms and circumstances. The environment exercises a powerful influence on the
organization. It imposes demands on it, places limits on what it can or cannot do and creates opportunities that
the organization can exploit.

The resources of an organization are all the assets that are available to it for use in its activities. These
include capital, people, infrastructure, technology, information, legal authority and goodwill.

The history of an organization is an important input as it shapes the way the organization is currently
functioning and is also likely to influence its operation in the future. History includes the effect of past events
and decisions on current and future operations, strategic resource commitments, the nature of past crises and the
response of the organization to them, the evolution of core norms and values and the experience with past
reform efforts.

From the three inputs mentioned above a fourth input is derived. This is the Strategy of the
organization. Strategy includes the entire set of decisions that are made about how the organization will use its
resources in response to the demands, constraints and opportunities presented by the environment, in the context
of its history. Strategy defines the core mission of the organization, its vision of what it wants to be, the specific
goals it would pursue to realize its mission and vision and the actions it would take to achieve the goals.
Although it is an input, strategy has to take into account the realities of the transformation process and the
outputs being produced by the organization.

Transformation Process

The organization converts its inputs into outputs through a transformation process that is an interaction
of four components: (i) tasks, (ii) formal organizational arrangements (iii) informal organization or culture and
(iv) individuals. Tasks are the specific work activities and functions that are carried out to achieve the
objectives of the organization. Formal organizational arrangements include (a) governance arrangements; (b)
the institutional framework consisting of formal laws, rules and regulations applicable to the functioning of the
organization; (c) the organizational structure, the design of specific jobs within the structure, and the formal
systems for monitoring, reporting, coordination and control; (d) business processes; (e) information systems; (f)
allocation of resources and workload for different tasks; and (g) the physical work environment. The Informal
Organization or Culture represents the informal arrangements that develop in every organization over time.
These consist of informal norms, conventions, values, processes, patterns of relationships within and between
groups, communication channels, influence mechanisms and role models. The informal arrangements are

9



generally implicit and unwritten, but they greatly influence behavior within the organization. Sometimes, they
support and complement the formal organization. At other times, they subvert or circumvent it. Therefore, they
may either aid or obstruct organizational performance. Finally, individuals are the members of the organization
who perform its tasks. The success of the organization critically depends on their numbers, skill level,
experience, commitment and morale.

Outputs

Outputs are what the organization produces. These outputs are generated at the organizational, unit and
individual level and are a measure of how efficiently and effectively the organization has achieved its strategic
objectives and operational goals.

Congruence or Fit

The central idea of the Congruence Model is that the effectiveness of an organization in achieving its
objectives depends on the Congruence or Fit between different parts of the Model. Effectiveness is greatest
when (a) the strategy fits the environment, resources and history, on the one hand, and the transformation
process outputs and feedback mechanisms, on the other; (b) the Transformation Process fits the strategy, desired
outputs and feedback mechanisms; and (c) the four components of the transformation process i.e. Tasks, Formal
Organizational Arrangements, Informal Organization and Individuals fit each other. Whenever there is a lack of
congruence between any of these elements, the result is inadequate performance. This is illustrated below. In
order to improve the effectiveness of an organization, what needs to be done is to, first, identify areas of lack of
fit and, then, design remedial measures to improve the fit.

Ineffective Organization Effective Organization

trategyeStrategy Outputs

\ Environmen\ {g \ 9 t~~~~~Envronen

t~~~ \ T~~ransformatio 
P Feedback l gYProcesses 5Envionet Febcee ae ~~~~~~~~~~~ResucsFeedback

MechanisHistory Mechanisms

Tasks 02 Formal Organizational Arrangements IJ Informal Organization or Culture Individuals

For applying the congruence approach to diagnosis of revenue administration, we need to first
understand what each element of the organizational system described above means in the context of revenue
administration. Thereafter, we need to use a structured methodology to analyze each element of a given RA, so
as to determine areas of non-congruence and generate reform options. This is the task of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

De tailed Diagnosis of Revenue
A dministra tion

Revenue Administration Environmnent

The RA operates in an extremely complex environment. An array of external actors, forces and
circumstances constantly impinge on it. Very often, the weaknesses of the RA can be traced to the constraints
imposed on it by the environment. At other times, they stem from the inability of the RA to effectively deal
with environmental challenges or exploit environmental opportunities. Therefore, in order to understand the
reasons for poor performance of the RA, we must first look 'outside the box', beyond the organizational
boundaries of the RA, and analyze the impact of important environmental influences on its performance. The
major environmental factors that need to be considered are shown below.
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The Economic Environment

The performance, complexity, resource requirements and strategy of the RA depends, to a considerable
extent, on the economic environment in which it operates. The amount of revenue collected varies according to
changes in GDP, interest rates, exchange rates, consumer confidence and business cycles. A high degree of
openness of the economy raises knotty issues of international taxation, such as transfer pricing, tax arbitrage and
origin or completion of taxable transactions in foreign jurisdictions. High levels of inflation increase the
propensity of taxpayers to delay payment of taxes. The lack of formality in economic transactions, prevalence
of barter, unreliability of business records and low levels of literacy make enforcement of tax laws difficult. The
geographical distribution of business and industrial activities has important implications for the location of field
offices of the RA.

Fiscal Policy

Fiscal policy defines the agenda for the RA. The level of budgeted government spending, debt
financing and fiscal deficit determine the amount of taxes the RA is expected to raise. Expansionary fiscal
policies, high levels of national debt and debt servicing requirements, or fiscal crises create strong pressures on
the RA to collect more taxes. They also create opportunities for mobilizing political support for efforts to
modernize the RA.

As a subset of fiscal policy, tax policy is the foundation of the RA's work and, therefore, central to its
strategy, transformation processes and outputs. First, it prescribes the types of taxes that would be collected.
Some taxes are relatively easier to collect (e.g., Value Added Tax, VAT) than others (e.g., Income Tax). Also,
the more numerous the taxes, the greater is the administrative burden. Second, tax policy defines what would be
taxed, at what rates and subject to what exemptions and deductions. High rates of taxation create incentives for
avoidance and evasion and increase the enforcement burden of the RA. Multiplicity of exemptions and
deductions not only erodes the tax base, it creates significant administrative problems as the RA has to monitor
claims, verify entitlements and resolve interpretational controversies. Third, tax policy defines the persons and
legal entities who would pay taxes. When the taxpayer population is small, easily identified and formally
organized, it is easier to collect taxes from it. Conversely, when the potential taxpayers are numerous, difficult
to monitor, micro-businesses operating on footpaths, for example, and not formally organized, the task of
enforcing the tax laws becomes difficult. Fourth, the absolute number of taxpayers resulting from a given tax
policy influences the administrative workload of the RA and the level of human, financial, technological and
physical resources needed to do the job effectively. The rate of growth of the taxpayer population has
implications for the rate of expansion of the RA and on its ability to cope with growing workload. Finally,
equity in tax policy influences tax compliance. If taxpayers perceive tax policy to be discriminatory or unfair,
the RA faces an uphill task in collecting taxes.

The Legal Framework

(a) The Constitution

The RA owes its existence to the taxing powers granted to the State by the Constitution. It is also bound
by any constitutional limitations put on such powers. The Constitution specifies the division of taxing powers
between different levels of government, i.e. Central, Regional and Municipal levels. RAs at these levels have to
restrict themselves to the tax space assigned to them. Further, the Constitution lays down the division of powers
between the Executive, the Legislature and the Judiciary in tax matters; emergency powers available to the
Executive to short circuit normal legislative and judicial processes and rule by decree; fundamental rights of
citizens; prohibitions against invasion of privacy; writs that can be used to obtain quick redress against the acts
of omission and commission by the State and so on. Thus, the provisions of the Constitution define what the
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RA can or cannot do in achieving its mandate. Its strategies and operational activities must always be in line
with the Constitution, otherwise it runs the risk of having these nullified by the courts.

(b) Tax Laws

Tax laws make tax policy legally enforceable. Very often, due to complexities in tax policy and legal
intricacies, the translation of policy into law results in immensely complicated tax laws that are difficult to
implement. Unable to understand the laws fully, a large number of taxpayers make frequent mistakes which
must be corrected by the RA at considerable cost. Further, the complexity of the laws creates a fertile ground
for inventing interpretations that favor tax avoidance. The RA then gets engaged in an unending duel on legal
issues. Since serious legal challenges often come from well-organized, large taxpayers this can mean that the
RA is unable to collect large sums of taxes from them for long periods of time.

Frequent amendments of tax laws, a problem faced in almost every country, cause major headaches for
the RA. In addition to educating taxpayers about the changes and helping them cope with them, the RA has to
repeatedly change its forms, computer systems and procedures to comply with the amendments.

Besides substantive provisions pertaining to taxation, tax laws also contain provisions that define the
procedures for important business processes of the RA. Poor procedural design leads to wastage of
administrative resources, technical loopholes that are exploited by tax avoiders, ineffectiveness in assessing and
collecting taxes, high compliance costs for taxpayers and corruption.

Finally, tax laws define the powers that tax authorities can exercise to enforce the laws. Weaknesses in
powers to collect information about taxpayer transactions, take coercive action to gather evidence of tax evasion
or collect tax arrears, and impose penalties for non-compliance have a telling effect on the overall effectiveness
of revenue administration.

(c) 6eneral Low

A variety of non-tax laws affect the activities of the RA. Banking Laws often bar the RA from collecting
information about financial transactions that potentially contain evidence of tax evasion. Company Laws and
Partnership Laws have important repercussions on the assessment and collection of taxes from legal entities.
Laws on the Transfer of Property affect taxation of capital gains. The Law of Evidence determines the type of
evidence that is admissible and influences the investigation and enforcement activities of the RA. It also
specifies rules relating to burden of proof that significantly affect the RA's ability to bring tax evaders to book.
Criminal and Civil Procedure Codes determine how conveniently the RA can get the assistance of the courts in
recovering overdue taxes and punishing tax evaders. Laws relating to Bankruptcy have an impact on recovery
of tax arrears. In addition to these, there may be many country-specific laws, such as Hindu Law or Muslim
Personal Law in India, that affect the work of the RA.

(iv) The Executive

Since the RA is an integral part of the Executive branch of the government, it is affected by the strength
of the government of the day. A strong government, with an adequate legislative majority, is more likely to
support effective actions against tax evasion than a weaker one. Also, it is less likely to succumb to vested
interests that seek to erode the tax base or distort the distribution of the tax burden.

The ideology of the Party(ies) in Power (PIP) has important implications for the RA. The PIP's views
on the role of the State, tolerable fiscal deficit, acceptable aggregate tax burden and the optimal level of RA
proactivity in enforcing tax liabilities can either create opportunities or constraints for the RA.
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In some countries, politicization of the RA is acute. Not only the management team, but also a majority
of employees at different levels of the organization are political appointees. This exposes the RA to continuous
political meddling. Tax laws are not enforced vigorously in the cases of taxpayers with political connections.
Alternatively, the powers of the RA are used to harass political opponents or extract bribes for political mentors.
As a result, the credibility of the RA suffers and voluntary compliance deteriorates. Politicization also creates
tremendous instability in the RA. With every change of government or Minister of Finance, a large number of
managers and staff are axed. Consequently, RA management does not have the time or the inclination to focus
on longer term, institution building activities. Instability also leads to loss of institutional memory and frequent
disruption of operations.

The extent of support given by the Government to the RA is crucial for the latter to properly implement
the tax laws. Lack of support to the RA, especially in high profile cases of tax fraud not only frustrates
enforcement actions, but also sends a wrong message to the taxpayer population, with serious consequences for
the level of voluntary compliance.

In the context of efforts to modernize the RA, political commitment to the reform process is an
important environmental variable. Without strong commitment at the higher levels of government, the far-
reaching changes required to improve RA effectiveness cannot be carried out.

(v) The Legislature

The legislature is important for the RA as it is the source of the tax laws that the latter is expected to
implement. Also, any improvements in administrative and enforcement provisions of the tax laws require
legislative approval.

The balance of power in the legislature determines whether proposals to amend tax laws presented by
the government would pass. The attitude of influential legislators or political parties towards the RA can either
facilitate or obstruct its functioning. A lack of confidence in the RA, for example, can lead to curbing of
enforcement powers or imposition of additional restraints on it.

The capacity of the legislature to understand tax policy issues and enact tax laws in a simple, clear
language is also extremely important for the RA. Lack of clarity or complexity in tax laws confuses taxpayers,
causes errors in tax returns, increases compliance and administrative costs and encourages non-compliance.
Ambiguity in tax laws creates disputes between the tax administration and the taxpayers, that consume massive
administrative resources and delay tax collections. Finally, the tendency of legislators to increase revenue
collection estimates, to finance their pet projects, increases the pressure on the RA to collect additional taxes.

(vi) The Judiciary

The judiciary influences the working of the RA in a very significant way. Most cases where serious tax
evasion is detected by the RA end up in appeals before quasi-judicial tribunals or before appellate courts. The
collection of additional taxes assessed in such cases is, very often, stayed till all appellate remedies have been
exhausted, a process that may take years. When the process ends, the RA can collect only as much revenue as
the tribunal or court determines to be the taxpayer's liability. The judiciary is also extensively used in the
recovery of tax arrears. Further, due to concerns about abuse of power by the RA, the approval of the judiciary
is often mandated for many important enforcement actions such as searches and seizures and requisitioning of
information from financial institutions. Furthermore, all criminal prosecutions for tax evasion must be filed
before the judiciary and be decided by it. The attitude of the judiciary in such cases determines the deterrent
effect of the enforcement actions of the RA.

Given the direct effect of the judiciary on the RA's performance, the efficiency of the judicial system;
the level of knowledge of judges regarding tax laws and accounting; the impartiality of the judiciary (in many
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countries the courts display a distinctly pro-taxpayer bias); and the level of corruption in the judiciary have a
major impact on the RA.

(vil) Public Sector-wide Institutions

The RA operates within the context of the larger public sector. The norms, systems, procedures and
attitudes that characterize the rest of the public sector find a strong echo in the RA. Thus, general public sector
practices relating to policy formulation, planning, budgeting, goal setting, accountability, financial management,
information sharing, decision making, problem solving, and customer service are also likely to be followed by
the RA. Inefficiencies in these practices introduce corresponding inefficiencies in RA operations.

The degree of autonomy allowed to public sector managers in general, often determines the level of
autonomy enjoyed by the RA in human resource management, financial management and operational
management. Where central control is the prevailing management paradigm, the RA also suffers from micro-
management and consequent lack of effectiveness.

In most countries, the RA is a part of the civil service. Therefore, it is subject to the rules, regulations
and pay levels applicable to the general civil service. This imposes serious constraints on its ability to recruit
qualified people for critical functions and to pay them adequate salaries. Also, rigidities in rules and procedures
relating to recruitment, promotion and transfer reduce the ability of the RA management to adjust its human
resource complement to emerging organizational needs. Deficiencies in civil service disciplinary rules make it
difficult to get rid of incompetent and corrupt officials. The need to refer personnel matters to a Public Service
Commission, in some countries, further limits managerial authority.

Every RA is vulnerable to corruption. While a number of intemal actions can be taken to minimize
corruption, to a considerable extent, the degree of success in this area depends on the prevailing level of
corruption in the public sector as a whole. If corruption is the norm in the public sector, RA management finds
it extremely difficult to check corruption within the organization. On the other hand, effective, external anti-
corruption institutions, such as the Ombudsman, the Auditor General and agencies for investigation and
prosecution of corrupt public servants, tend to reduce RA corruption.

(viii) Public Agencies

The RA is usually dependent on a number of public agencies, such as the Police or Financial Police, the
Public Prosecutor and the Coast Guard for executing its functions. The quality and timeliness of assistance
provided by these agencies has a major impact on the RA's performance. Further, access to information about
taxable transactions available with other government agencies is crucial for monitoring taxpayer behavior and
investigating tax evasion.

(ix) Public Service Unions

Public service unions are important external players that influence both day to day human resource
management in the RA as also implementation of longer term strategies, such as computerization. Strong,
hostile, change-resistant unions can cause serious disruptions in RA operations and block reforms.

(x) Banks

Increasingly, commercial Banks are being used for the collection of taxes. This provides a convenient
way for taxpayers to pay taxes, while reducing the administrative burden of the RA. However, the usefulness of
this arrangement depends on a number of factors, including geographical coverage of the banking network, the
nature and quality of services provided by the banks to the RA and the taxpayers, efficiency of the banks in
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processing tax returns and payments and remitting payments to government account, sophistication of the
banks' computer and communications networks and the amount of service fees charged.

(xi) Taxpayers

As the clients of the RA, taxpayers are amongst the most important environmental players that the RA
has to deal with. The attitude of taxpayers towards tax compliance determines the relative ease with which the
RA can perform its functions. The level of sophistication of taxpayers also impacts on the RA. The more
sophisticated the taxpayers, the more complex is the modus operandi used to avoid and evade taxes and the
smarter the RA needs to be to ensure a reasonable level of compliance. This has important implications for
technology platforms used in the RA, the degree of legal, accounting and investigation skills needed and the
proportion of resources that need to be devoted to detection and control of tax fraud. Higher levels of taxpayer
sophistication also have benefits for the RA. If taxpayers have adequate accounting and computing capacity, it
is possible to delegate some tax administration functions, such as withholding of tax, to them. Also, detailed
accounting and reporting requirements can be imposed to better monitor tax compliance. Further, taxpayers
with access to computers can be asked to submit information in magnetic media, reducing the transcription
burden of the tax administration considerably and helping it build useful databases. In addition, in a more
technologically sophisticated taxpayer environment, systems for electronic filing of returns, or providing
educational materials and taxpayer assistance through the internet become feasible, significantly improving the
interface between the taxpayers and the RA.

(xii) Stakeholders

Tax Practitioners, Tax Preparers, Customs Brokers and Clearing Agents play an important role in the
tax administration system. By assisting and informing taxpayers in complying with their legal obligations in a
timely and accurate manner, they significantly reduce the RA's burden of taxpayer education and assistance. Tax
practitioners also act as taxpayer representatives in proceedings before the tax authorities. A high degree of
sophistication amongst the accountants and lawyers who represent taxpayers leads to greater efficiency in
resolving disputes, levels the playing field between the taxpayer and the RA and checks RA arbitrariness. It also
increases the general level of comfort of the taxpayers with the tax system and, thereby, the level of voluntary
compliance. However, the existence of skilled tax practitioners also increases the pressure on the RA. Auditors,
investigators and appellate authorities must have the skills and experience to match wits with the best brains in
the legal and accounting professions.

Business and professional associations, such as the Chamber of Commerce, Bar Association, Brokers'
Association, Association of Accountants etc. are good feedback mechanisms for the RA regarding its own
performance, misconduct of its employees and the problems faced by taxpayers. They also act as useful media
to spread RA messages relating to changes in tax laws and administrative policies and procedures that affect
taxpayers. Further, professional associations help impose ethical and professional standards on their members'
dealings with the RA. While, business and professional associations can benefit the RA, they may also act as
strong interest groups opposinlg efforts to increase the institutional capacity of the RA and tighten enforcement.
Therefore, relations between the RA and these bodies need to be managed effectively.

(xiii) Other Environmental Factors

In addition to the factors discussed above, there may be a number of other environmental influences
that have an important impact on the RA. The country may have a long, rugged international border that is
difficult to monitor for customs purposes; some ports may be transshipment points for international drug trade;
or the RA being under pressure to quickly meet regional operating standards as part of the country's quest for
membership of Regional Arrangements, such as the European Union. Such country specific factors need to be
identified and their effect on the RA studied.
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Table 1 below provides a Framework for analyzing the environment of the RA. It includes a set of
Diagnostic Questions to assess the impact on the RA of each of the environmental factors discussed above. It
also provides illustrations of institutional or organizational deficiencies that are likely to be revealed by the
questions. Finally, it provides possible reform options to deal with the problems encountered.

The purpose of Table 1 is to facilitate and structure the diagnostic process. It must be emphasized that,
given the wide variation in country circumstances, levels of development of the RA and the nature of problems
and their solutions, the diagnostic questions and illustrations mentioned above are by no means exhaustive. The
reader is encouraged to adapt the diagnosis to the specific context of the RA being studied. This would require
asking additional questions that may be relevant; discarding questions that are not applicable; looking for
problems with an open mind and developing solutions that are most appropriate in the given circumstances.
Similar caveats apply to the analytical tables that will be presented below, for other elements of the RA system.
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Table 1: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration
Environment

Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
The Economic Macroeconomic trends: Macroeconomic trends: Macroeconomic trends:
Environment * Are revenue collections in recent * Revenue collections may be below the * Address institutional and

years consistent with trends in: level indicated by macro-economic organizational weaknesses of the RA.
* GDP growth trends.
* Interest rate
* Exchange rate
* Unemployment
* Govemment expenditure
* Other relevant economic

indicators?

Openness of the economy Openness of the economy Openness of the economy
* What are the challenges posed for * The capacity of the RA to handle the * Strengthen institutional capacity and

the RA by Globalization? volume and complexity of international infrastructure of customs to deal wish
business transactions may be limited. trade flows.

* What is the extent of openness of the
economy? * Develop databases for valuation of

imports and verification of transfer
* What is the volume of intemational prices.

trade and financial flows that the RA
has to monitor? * Enter into agreements with major

trade partner countries for cooperation
.Does the RA have the requisite and information sharing in cases

technical capacity to deal with the involving tax evasion in initemational
volume and sophistication of business transactions.
intemational business transactions?

* Train customs and tax officials in
audit and investigation of cases
involving international trade and
financial transactions.

Rate of inflation: Rate of inflation: Rate of inflation:
* What is the rate of inflation? What * Market interest rates may be higher than * Make the interest rate on deiayed

is the differential between market those payable on delayed tax payments, payments equal to or higher than the
interest rates and those on delayed inducing taxpayers to delay or default on market interest rate.
tax payments? tax payments to finance business

activity. * Introduce automatic inflation
adjustment in the interest payable on
outstanding taxes.

Degree of formality in economic Degree of formality in economic Degree of formality in economic
transactions: transactions: transactions:

* What is the extent to which * A large volume of economic transactions * Revise relevant laws to formalize
economic transactions are conducted having tax implications may not be economic transactions, at least above
formally, so as to leave an audit recorded, making it extremely difficult a certain threshold. This will make it
trail? For example: for the RA to tax them. easier to monitor these for tax
* Written contracts;

Writtin coftlans, purposes. Some of the laws to be
mortgages, sales of property; considered would include those
Use of invoices, transportation related to: Companies; Transfer ofdocUme of intoices, tand booksof Property; Sale of Goods and Services:documents and books of and Financial Transactions.
accounts to record business
transactions; * Where feasible, introduce provisions

* Payments through drafts, in the tax laws to require that all
checks, credit cards and payments above a threshold should be
electronic transfers. made through banks.

* Consider introducing presumptive
taxes to bring hard-to-tax transactions
in the tax net.
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered

* Reduce incentives for mis-statement
* To what extent do records of * The records of transactions may not of economic transactions.

economic transactions reflect reality? reflect the true nature and amount of the * Improve the RA's capacity to
transaction e.g. the sale price of investigate economic transactions to
immovable property may be understated determine their true nature.
to reduce Capital Gains Tax or facilitate
investment of untaxed income; duplicate
books of accounts may be kept by
businesses for real transactions and for
those to be shown to the RA; false
credits may be introduced in businesses
to hide introduction of concealed
income.

* Create incentives to reduce barter and
* To what extent are economic * A large number of economic transactions increase monetization of the

transactions monetized? may be done through barter, creating transactions.
problems of valuation and monitoring for
the RA.

Geographical distribution of business
Geographical distribution of business Geographical distribution of business and and industrial activity:
and industrial activity: industrial activity: * Rationalize field offices by
* What is the geographical * The number, size and distribution of RA strengthening RA presence in major

concentration of business and offices may not be optimal. This may business and industrial centers and
industrial activity? reduce the RA's ability to monitor consolidating offices that serve few,

taxable activity and/or increase low revenue-potential taxpayers.
* Are the major business and industrial compliance costs for taxpayers.

centers adequately served by the
RA?

Fiscal Policy Revenue Collection Targets Revenue Collection Targets Revenue Collection Targets
* What are the government's overall * Revenue collection targets may be over- * Develop institutional arrangements

targets for: ambitious due to: political pressure to that would promote setting of overall
* Aggregate expenditure; inflate govemment expenditure, macro- public expenditure levels at realistic
* Fiscal deficit; economic imperatives, lack of good levels and avoid pork barreling.
* Debt financing; information and erroneous revenue * Improve statistical information
* Revenue to be collected by the estimates. This would cause a mismatch underlying revenue estimation.

RA? between the goals and the capacity of the * Develop analytical tools to improve
RA. The result may be extortionate the accuracy of revenue projections

* Are there any extraordinary practices infringing the rights of and evaluation of the revenue impact
circumstances, such as a continuing taxpayers, excessive focus on collection of tax policy changes.
fiscal crisis, that require an abnormal to the detriment of other areas of tax * Involve the RA in the target-setting
revenue mobilization effort? administration, below par performance process so that the capacity to collect

and low morale. is duly taken into account while
* Are revenue collection targets establishing revenue targets.

inflated due to political pressure to
include additional expenditures in
the budget?

* Are the revenue collection targets
based on reliable data and analysis?
Do they adequately take into account
the impact of GDP growth, interest
rates, exchange rate, unemployment,
business cycles and consumer
confidence on tax receipts?

* Are the revenue projections realistic
in view of the institutional capacity
of the RA?

* What is the process through which
revenue collection targets are set? Is
the RA consulted while setting
revenue collection targets?

* What penalties does the RA face if
budgeted revenues are not collected?
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered

Type of Taxes, Tax Base, Tax Rates and Typc of Taxes, Tax Base, Tax Rates and Type of Taxes, Tax Base, Tax Rates and
Number and Type of Taxpayers Number and Type of Taxpayers Number and Type of Taxpayers

* Does the number and type of taxes to * The number of taxes to be administered * Evaluate the efficiency, yield and
be collected pose administrative may be too large. Also some of the taxes collection cost of different taxes with
difficulties for the RA? may be too difficult to enforce. a view to rationalize their number.

Examine possibilities of replacing
difficult to administer taxes by simpler
taxes.

* What is the sectoral distribution of * The distribution of the tax burden * Review tax burden of different sectors
taxable activities? How is the tax between sectors may be skewed, leading of the economy to improve equity.
burden distributed between sectors? to low equity and compliance problems

* How wide is the tax base? To what * Tax Base may be too narrow. * Widen tax base by tapping new
extent has it been eroded by sectors or taxpayers and reducing
exemptions, deductions and tax exemptions, deductions and
incentives? incentives.

* Do the exemptions, deductions and * Exemptions, deductions and incentives * Simplify administrative arrangements
incentive schemes put an excessive may be too difficult to monitor or for those exemptions, deductions and
administrative burden on the RA? implement. incentives that must be retaincd.

* Are the tax rates reasonable? Or are * Rates of some taxes may be too high. * Consider lowering rates in
they so high as to encourage evasion conjunction with broadening of the tax
and increase the enforcement hurden base.
of the RA?

* Is the number of potential taxpayers * Number of taxpayers to be administered * Optimize the number of taxpayers to
targeted by fiscal policy too large may be too large or growing too fast. fit RA capacity by redesigning tax
given the administrative capacity of bases, increasing withholditng.
the RA? exempting taxpayers, whose total tax

liability is deducted at source. from
* At what rate is the number of fi I ing tax returns etc..

potential taxpayers growing? Can
the RA cope with this growth rate?

* What proportion of potential * The number of small taxpayers in the * Consider introducitig presumptive
taxpayers belongs to the hard-to-tax informal sector may be too large. taxes, or make informal sector
sectors as small informal businesses, taxpayers subject to withholding.
self-employed persons, small farmers
etc..

The Legal
Framework

A. The Constitution .* Does the Constitution clearly define * The taxing powers of the State and In many coantries, making changes in the
the taxing powers of the State? division of authority between different Constitution may not be easy. However.

levels and branches of govemment may where this is feasible, the following reform
* Is the division of taxing authority not be clearly defined. This may result options could be considered:

between the Central, Regional and in frequent jurisdictional disputes that * Remove ambiguities in division of
Local govemments clearly interfere with the RA's operations. taxing powers between Central,
demarcated? Regional and Local governments.

* Is the division of powers between the * Clarify the respective roles of thie
Executive, Legislative and Judicial Executive, the Legislature and the
branches of government, insofar as it Judiciary.
relates to taxation, clearly defined?
Is it conducive to good revenue
administration?

* When taxes are collected by one * The mechanisms for sharing revenues * Improve revenue sharing mechanisnis
level of government on behalf of amongst different levels of govemment to improve their transparency and
another, are the mechanisms of may not be properly defined, creating equity.
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
sharing tax collections clearly laid perverse incentives. RA's at one level
out? Are these equitable? may give precedence to collecting * Modify administrative arrangements

revenues over which that level has for collection of shared revenues to
greater control, neglecting collections remove perverse incentives.
that would be transferred to other levels

* What are the restraints on State * While the restraints may be well * Improve the balance between the
action that the Corstitution imposes intentioned, they may be so excessive as rights and remedies granted to citizens
to guarantee fundamental rights and to snake it impossible for the RA to and the State's ability to ensure that
privacy of citizens and to protect effectively enforce the tax laws. they meet their lawful obligations.
them from arbitrary action and
harassment by the State?

* What are the guarantees provided by * The Constitution may provide excessive * Match the rights of public servants
the Constitution to public servants? security of tenure to public servants, with their obligation to deliver results

including employees of the RA, which and do so honestly.
may seriously impair the RA's ability to
raise performance standards and * Consider changing the governance
discipline corrupt employees, structure of the RA. such as

establishing it as an Independent
Authority with contractual employees
governed by labor laws applicable to
the private sector.

B. Tax Laws and * Are the tax laws properly drafted? * Tax laws may contain loopholes that * Revise tax laws and regulations to
Rules Do appropriate regulations exist? erode the tax base, or ambiguities that eliminate loopholes and ambiguities.

allow conflicting interpretations and
cause protracted legal disputes.
Subordinate regulations, designed to help
amplify, clarify and interpret tax laws
may be inadequate.

* Are the tax laws and rules easy to * Tax laws and rules may be written in an * Improve drafting of tax laws and
understand? opaque, dense style or may use arcane rules to make them easier to

legalese that makes it difficult for understand.
ordinary taxpayers to understand them.

* How frequently are the tax laws and * Tax laws may suffer frequent * Establish institutional mechanisms
rules changed? amendments that make it hard for that reduce the frequency of

taxpayers to keep abreast of the changes amendments.
and imposes a huge administrative
burden on the RA in terms of changes in
procedures and processes and the need to
re-educate taxpayers.

* Are the procedural requirements * Procedures and forms required to be used * Simplify compliance procedures and
specified in the tax laws and rules by taxpayers may be too complex and forms.
easy to comply with? may impose significant compliance cost

that discourage compliance.

* Are the procedural requirements * Some procedural requirements may * Improve procedures to make them
administratively efficient? impose excessive administrative costs. more cost-effective.

* Are the enforcement powers granted * Enforcement powers granted to the RA * Enhance enforcement powers of the
to the RA under the tax laws and may be insufficient to enable it to RA to improve its effectiveness in
rules adequate to allow effective enforce compliance effectively. Major implementing the tax laws. However.
enforcement? deficiencies may be found in powers to adequate safeguards must be designed

summon documents and witnesses, to prevent harassment of honest
investigate financial transactions, collect taxpayers and corruption.
information from third parties, search for
and seize cvidencc oftax evasion and
prosecute tax evaders.

* Are the penalties for non-compliance * Penalties for non-filing of tax returns, * Match penalties with the tax
adequate to discourage non- non-payment of taxes, attempt to evade implications of defaults, so as to
compliance and tax evasion? taxes and duties, failure to give encourage compliance.

information, giving false evidence etc.
may be inadequate to deter non-
compliance and tax evasion.
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered

C. General laws * What general laws affect revenue
administration?
* Bank secrecy laws
* Company Law
* Partnership Law
* Transfer of Property Law
* Law of Evidence
* Criminal and Civil Procedure

Codes
* Bankruptcy Law
* Family Law
* Other

Do any of the general laws create
serious problems for revenue * General laws may pose major constraints * Review and revise relevant general

administration? If so what? on the RA. For instance: laws to facilitate effective revenue
* The law of evidence may not administration.

consider electronically filed
retums, not signed by taxpayers, as
admissible evidence.

* Criminal and civil procedures may
be too long-winded to deter non-
compliance,

* Bankruptcy law may not give
adequate seniority to tax debts.

* Bank secrecy laws may forbid the
RA from asking banks to supply
information about the financial
transactions of suspected tax
evaders, making it very difficult for
the RA to prove tax fraud.

* Family laws may allow easy
splitting of taxable income amongst
multiple taxpayers to reduce tax
liability.

The Executive * What is the prioritv attached by the * The govemment may not be interested in * Build political commitment for
government to effective enforcement strict enforcement of tax laws and, effective revenue administration by
of tax laws? therefore, in strengthening the demonstrating its benefits.

institutional capacity of the RA.

* Is the government willing to support * The government may not be willing to * Same as above.
the RA against pressures exerted by back up the RA in difficult or
tax evaders and delinquents? controversial enforcement actions. As a

result the RA may not make a serious
attempt to curb tax evasion.

* How is the RA constituted within the * In some countries the fact that the RA is * Consider setting up the RA as an
overall organizational structure of subordinate to the Ministry of Finance autonomous agency, where this would
the govemment: may lead to excessive political or bring more sustainable improvements
* As a department under the bureaucratic interference that may hinder in performance.

Ministry of Finance; or performance.
* As an Autonomous Agency

* Are the govemance arrangements * The prevailing govemance structure may * Same as above.
appropriate for the different tasks to make the RA too vulnerable to pressure
be performed by the RA? from politicians and vested interests.

* Are there any mechanisms for * No formal voice mechanisms may be * Create consultative and advisory
stakeholders to have a say in setting available to stakeholders. mechanisms to facilitate stakeholder
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
the objectives of the RA and participation.
evaluating its performance?

* What is the extent of politicization in * The RA may be highly politicized * Depoliticize the RA. Build political
appointment of RA officials and resulting in constant political support for creating a meritocractic
their posting to specific positions? interference in operational matters, high and neutral RA.

levels of corruption, misuse of the RA to
harass political opponents, poor
credibility and low level of voluntary
compliance. Politicization may also
cause instability amongst RA
management and staff, lack of focus on
medium-term strategic and institution
building activities, loss of institutional
memory and frequent disruption of
operations.

* How stable is top RA leadership? * There may be extreme instability at the * Develop ways to increase the length
top management levels for political of tenure of top management and
reasons. As a result the RA may be reduce political interference in
unable to develop and implement appointments.
medium term strategies to improve
institutional capacity.

The Legislature * What is the composition of power in * The govemment may not have an * No direct options. But the strength of
the legislature? Does the adequate legislative majority. This may the government should be considered
government have an adequate make it difficult for it to push through while evaluating the feasibility of
majority in the legislature? legislation to remove loopholes in tax other reform options.

laws or improve the RA's ability to
enforce them.

* What is the attitude of the opposition * The opposition may lack confidence in * Build a broad political consensus on
towards the RA? the RA. It may also wish to play to the the need for an effective, neutral and

gallery by seeking to curb the RA's modern RA.
authority powers or oppose attempts to
modemize it.

* Does the legislature have the * The legislature may lack the ability to * Strengthen the capacity of the
technical capacity to review tax critically scrutinize taxation proposals or legislature to evaluate revenue
policy proposals and enact well pass good tax laws. This may lead to proposals and draft proper tax
considered, well-drafted tax laws? serious revenue shortfalls and legislation.

administrative difficulties down the line.

* Does the legislature exercise * Legislative oversight may be weak. * Strengthen legislative oversight over
effective oversight over the Public Accounts Committee of the the RA.
functioning of the RA? legislature may not either meet or be ill-

equipped to evaluate RA performance.
As a result the accountability of the RA,
for revenue collection and the manner in
which it does so, may be low.

The Judiciary * What is the system for handling * The system for dealing with appeals, * Streamline the system for handling
appeals, prosecutions and recovery prosecutions and recovery of arrears in appeals, prosecutions and recovery of
of arrears in revenue cases? revenue cases may be inadequate and arrears.

inefficient. As result revenue matters
* Are there quasi-judicial Tax may remain unresolved for many years.

Tribunals? If so, what type of cases The cost of such a system in terms of
do they handle? equity, lack of certainty, litigation

expenses and revenue loss may be huge.
* Are there special Revenue or Tax

Courts?

* What cases go to the higher judicial
courts?

* How long does it take, on an
average, for the tribunals and courts
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
to dispose of a revenue case?

* Tax collections may remain suspended * Require taxpayers to pay the full
* Are tax collections routinely stayed for long periods of time causing serious amount of undisputed demand before

by the tribunals and courts while the revenue loss. This may also encourage filing first appeal. Require that they
cases are pending? taxpayers to file spurious appeals, further deposit the full amount of additional

clogging the appellate system. demand determined against them in
first appeal, before filing a second
appeal.

* Do Members of the tribunals or * Tribunal members may not fully * Provide training to tribunal members
judges understand tax and appreciate the complexity of tax and and judges in tax matters.
accounting issues properly? accounting issues.

* What is the attitude of tribunals and * Tribunals and courts may be consistently * Improve the credibility of the RA by
courts towards revenue cases? Do pro-taxpayer. curbing corrupt and arbitrary
they generally favor the taxpayer or practices.
the RA? What is the success rate of
the RA in appellate and prosecution * Improve quality of RA orders to make
cases? Do courts readily grant them more transparent and defensible.
search warrants when requested.

* Improve the quality of representation
of the RA before the appellate
tribunals and courts.

* Discuss the consequences of tax
evasion on the economy with the
tribunals and the judiciary.

* What is the level of corruption in the * Tribunals and courts may be corrupt. * Take steps to curb corruption in the
tribunals and courts. tribunals and the judiciary.

Public Sector-wide * In which of the following areas is the
Institutions RA required to follow the same

norms, rules and procedures as are
applicable to other public sector
entities?
* Setting of performance targets

and periodic reporting on
achievements.

* Planning, Budgeting, Budget
Execution, Accounting, and
Auditing.

* Recruitment, performance
evaluation, promotion, transfer,
firing and retirement of
employees.

* Classification of posts.

* Salary structure and benefits.

* Employee code of conduct.

* Vigilance against corruption.

* Disciplining of employees for
misconduct or corruption.

* Procurement of goods and
services.

* Asset management.

* Do the general public sector norms, * Some of the general public sector rules, * To the extent possible, increase the
rules and procedures in any of the systems and procedures applicable to the autonomy of the RA in making its
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
above areas, hinder the ability of RA RA may be antiquated, inefficient or not own rules for operational, financial
management to achieve conducive to good management. For and personnel management.
organizational objectives. If so in example, the RA may not be able to
what respect? execute its budget due to frequent across- * Where certain central rules, norms and

the-board budget cuts; it may not be able procedures must continue to apply to
to recruit employees with the right skills, the RA, take steps to revise them so as
because the general salary structure must to eliminate their inefficiencies.
be followed; it may not be able to get rid
of non-performers, because the civil
service rules do not allow it to do so; or
it may not be able to dismiss corrupt
employees, because elaborate
disciplinary procedures must first be
followed.

* Which central agencies have a direct
impact on the management of the
RA? For instance:
* Ministry of Finance

(Approval of budget, cash
releases and general oversight).

* Public Service Commission
(Recruitment, promotion,
transfer and discipline of
employees);

* Ministry of Public Service
(Classification of positions and
salary setting);

* Vigilance Commission,
Procurador Generals Public
Prosecutor or Investigation
Bureau (Investigation and
processing of corruption cases);

* Ombudsman (Public
grievances);

* Auditor General (Audits);

* Public Accounts Committee
of the Legislature (Review of
performance).

What is the impact of the above * The interference, weakness or * To the extent possible increase the

effectively manage its resources and inefficiency of some of the central autonomy of the RA to manage its
effecivel mange it Tesurce and agencies that oversee the RA or share own affairs, subject to agreement with

operations and achieve expected management functions with it, could lead superior authorities about performance
results? to serious inefficiencies within the RA. targets, budget and broad management

For example, the Ministry of Finance practices.
may micro-manage the RA, snuffing out
all initiative; the Public Service * Where the oversight of, or dependence
Commission may take an inordinately on, certain central agencies must
long time to recruit urgently needed continue, address the inefficiencies
staff; the anti-corruption agencies may be and weaknesses of those agencies.
ineffective and the apparent immunity
enjoyed by corrupt public servants in
general may induce corruption amongst
RA staff; or the Auditor General's reports
may fail to uncover serious internal
control weaknesses in the RA.

What is the general level of The level of corruption in the public * Develop and implement a public
corruption in the public sector? sector may be high causing sector-wide anti-corruption program.
corrupbon__________ m___the______________ sector.corresponding levels of lack of integrity
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
in the RA.

Other Public * What are the public agencies whose
Agencies assistance the RA needs to

effectively perform its functions?
For instance:
* Police or Financial Police to

carry out search and seizure
operations or investigate
criminal offences.

* Prosecutors and Government
Attorneys to prosecute
criminal cases or represent the
RA in appellate cases.

* Coast Guard to assist in
customs enforcement.

* Is the assistance of these agencies * There may be jurisdictional conflicts * Develop inter-institutional agreements
available as and when needed? Is the between these agencies and the RA. on jurisdiction, procedures for
quality of assistance adequate? operational cooperation, priority to be

* The level of coordination with agencies assigned to RA requests, cost sharing
on which the RA is dependent for etc..
operational support may be poor.

* Where the weaknesses of these
* These agencies may not give adequate agencies have a critical impact on RA

priority to the RA's needs. operations, consider measures to
address these.

* The level and quality of support provided
by the agencies may be unsatisfactory.

* These agencies may themselves be too
weak to render the required support.

* What are the agencies from which
the RA can get useful information
relevant to enforcement of tax
liabilities? For example:
* Registrar of Property;

* Registrar of Companies;

* Statistical Bureau;

* Census Bureau;

* Social Security Administration;

* Motor Vehicles Department

* Is the level of coordination with
these agencies adequate? Do these * The legal framework for information * Strengthen the legal framework to
agencies have information svstems sharing between these agencies and the ensure that the agencies routinely
that can be readily tapped into by the RA may be inadequate. share information with the RA.
RA? Is the information timely and
reliable? * The agencies may not have proper * Improve agency information systems,

information systems, quality of information and its
timeliness.

* The information may be unreliable or
outdated. * Establish organizational arrangements

for efficient information exchange
* The information flow may be irregular. between the agencies and the RA.
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Environmental Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
Public Service Unions * Do the employees of the RA belong * RA employees may belong to strong * Take steps to improve industrial

to one or more unions? How strong unions that do not see eye to eye with relations in the RA.
are the unions? management. As result, there may be

frequent conflict between management * Deal with high priority contentious
* Do the unions share the Mission, and staff, leading to low morale and issues.

Vision and performance objectives work disruptions. Also, opposition from
of the RA as defined by the the unions may make it impossible for * Build consensus with the unions and
management? the RA management to implement staff about the overall strategy, goals

reforms, especially, introduction of and constraints of the RA.
* What is the attitude of the unions computer systems.

towards measures to improve the * Take the unions into confidence in
effectiveness, efficiency and developing modernization plans for
integrity of the RA? the RA, so as to address their concerns

right at the beginning.
* What is the general climate of

industrial relations in the RA? * Widen communication channels with
staff and the unions.

Banks and Financial * Is the RA using Banks, financial * The RA may be collecting returns and * Consider contracting out receipt of
Institutions institutions or post offices for tax payments directly, thereby foregoing returns and tax payments to banks,

receiving tax payments and/or tax the benefits that banks, financial post offices and other financial
returns? institutions or post offices, may offer in institutions.

terms of geographical coverage,
* If so, what is the quality and economies of scale, specialization and

timeliness of the service provided? lower processing costs.

* What is the cost to the RA of these * Where the receipt of retums and * Institute penalties for low processing
services? payments is contracted out to banks and quality and delays.

other agents, the quality of processing
may be deficient. Also, the contractor * Develop systems to track quality of
may take too long to credit tax to the performance of the banks, financial
govemment's account or forward returns institutions or post offices, as the case
to the HA. may be.

* The cost of services provided by the * Renegotiate contracts where feasible.
contractors may be too high.

* Introduce electronic filing of returns
and electronic payment of taxes to
reduce processing costs, errors and
delays.

Taxpayers * What is the general attitude of * Taxpayers may not trust the govemment, * Improve communication with the
taxpayers towards the govemment, or may believe that tax revenues are government and taxpayers.
usefulness and effectiveness of wasted or siphoned off by corrupt
public expenditures and payment of politicians and civil servants. For these * Improve public expenditure
taxes? reasons they may be disinclined to pay management to reduce waste and

taxes. corruption in government spending-

* What is the perception of taxpayers * Taxpayers may not take the RA seriously * Explain the benefits of tax compliance
about the risk and cost of being and may find the potential costs of non- to taxpayers.
caught in case they do not comply compliance less than the benefits.
with their tax obligations? * Improve enforcement capacity of the

RA.

* Enhance penalties for non-
compliance.

* What is the level of understanding of * Taxpayers may not properly understand * Impose exemplary penalties in serious
taxpayers regarding the substantive their tax obligations. This may cases of tax fraud to create a
and procedural requirements of tax discourage compliance or increase the demonstration effect.
laws and regulations? error rate in retums and payments,

creating additional administrative costs * Design and implement effect taxpayer
for the RA and compliance costs for education programs.
taxpayers.
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Factor Deficiencies Likely to be

Encountered
* What private professional advice and * Private tax advisory services may not be * Provide assistance to taxpayers in

assistance is available to taxpayers to available or may be inadequate. dealing with procedural requirements.
help them understand and comply
with the tax laws and plan their * IPromote development of private
taxable activities? sector tax advisers.

* Create institutional arrangements, at
arms length from operational aireas of
the RA. to advise taxpayers in tax
planning and in dealing witlt querics
and audits hy the RA

* What is the level of sophistication of * Taxpayers may have access to highly * Ensure that the RA staff have the
taxpayers for the purpose of qualified lawyers and accountants far requisite skills to match wits wvithi the
avoidance and evasion of tax more skilled than RA employees. taxpayer's representatives.
liability?

* Strengtheni the PR s invcstigative
* What is the level of IT infrastructure * Taxpayers may take recourse to complex capacity.

available to taxpayers schemes to avoid and evade taxes.

* Providc electronic tiling facilities at
convenient locations to taxpayers.

* Taxpayers may not have access to IT
infrastructure. For this reason, use of * Ask taxpayers to submit third party
electronic filing and payment systems information in ttmagnetic media for
may be precluded. cross checks.

* Where taxpayers are technologically * Provide itformation on tax laws and
savvy, the RA may not be exploiting this procedures throutghi the internet.
resource fully.

Staikeholder-s * What business and professional
organizations have a stake in RA
performance? For example:

* Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

* Customs Clearing Houses

* Brokers Association

* Association of Operators of
Customs Warehouses

* Airlines

* Courier Services

* Transporters Association

* Association of Laawyers

* Association of Accountants

* What is the contribution of these * The relationship between the RA and * Improve relationships between RA
bodies to facilitating tax compliance, different stakeholders may be and stakeholders by highligltting
protecting taxpayer interests and adversarial. mutual benefits.
enhancing the ability of the RA to * tIse the stakeholders as a feedback
serve its clients? * The PA may be making sub-optimal use mechanism for improving RA

of these bodies to promote voluntary performanice.
compliance, * Consult stakeholders when

undertaking changes in procedures
and systems to incrcase their
acceptance.

* Usc stakeholders to dissciniiate tax
law changes and RA policies.
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Ir Revenue Administration Resources

Resources constitute the second main input for the RA. Tangible resources consist of managers and
staff; annual budgetary allocations; IT systems; and infrastructure - buildings, vehicles, office equipment,
communication systems, weigh-bridges, X-ray machines, chemical laboratories, records storage facilities and so
on. Intangible resources include the legal authority granted to the RA for administration of the tax laws; the
perception of taxpayers and the public about the fairness, transparency, integrity and enforcement capacity of
the RA; and the honesty, morale and commitment of RA employees.

Three general issues need to be considered with reference to the resources of the RA5. First, the
aggregate level of resources. Lack of adequate resources may impose serious constraints on the RA in
managing voluntary compliance and countering tax evasion. It may also limit its ability to upgrade its
operations to improve performance. Second, the quality of available resources. Skill deficiencies, outdated IT
systems or run down infrastructure may be the causes of low performance in many critical areas. Third, the
degree of flexibility available to RA management in the use of resources. Inability to change the resource mix
in response to emerging priorities and difficulties in re-tooling, retraining and reconfiguring resources may be
the source of many chronic deficiencies faced by the RA. Table 2 provides a framework for considering these
three issues with reference to Financial Resources, Human Resources, Physical Resources and Intangible
Resources of the RA. To reduce duplication, Information Resources are considered in detail in Table 6, as part
of the analysis of the Transformation Processes.

c
At this stage of the diagnosis, general issues related to RA resources are examined. The adequacy of resources allocated to individual tasks will be

examined subsequently, in the course of the analysis of the Transformation Processes of the RA.
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Table 2: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration Resources

Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

Financial * What is the annual budget of the RA in * The budget may be insufficient for * Give greater budgetary authority to the
Resources absolute terms and as a percentage of conducting current operations effectively RA by fixing its budget as a percentage

total collections? and/or making investments to improve of total revenue collected.
institutional capacity-

J Is the RA permitted to retain any part of * The RA may not be allowed either to * Allow the RA to retain a proportion of
its collections, say a proportion of retain any portion of collections or user its collections or user fees to encourage
collections exceeding its revenue target, fees to supplement its budget. performance improvements and
for its own use? augment its financial resources.

* Is the RA allowed to levy and retain * Explore alternate funding sources for
user fees on some of its services? making capital investments to

modemize the RA e.g. bilateral grants
or loans from international financial
institutions.

* What is the level of certainty that the * The RA may suffer unpredictable budget * Improve predictability of cash flows
budgeted amount would be available to cuts that affect its performance. through special arrangements with
the RA? Minister of Finance.

Human * What is total number of RA * The RA may have too many or too few * Adjust the staff complement to
Resources employees? staff members. organizational needs of the RA based on

an analysis of task requirements and
* What is the wage bill as a percentage of * The wage bill may be too large a workload.

total RA budget? proportion of total expenditures, leaving
insufficient funds for operational and
investment needs.

* What is the composition of the * The staff complement may contain too * Recruit staff with the required level of
workforce: many low skilled employees and too few skills.
* Number of managers managers and professionals. As a result,
* Number of professionals the effectiveness of the RA in managing
* Number of clerical and support its operations and dealing with complex

staff? tax evasion cases may be low.

* What is the educational and skills * The low skill level may be the result of * Revise salary structure, if necessary.
profile of the average employee at insufficient salaries and benefits offered
different levels? by the RA.

* How fungible are employs across * Employees may be trained to handle only * Create multi-skilled employees through
different task areas? narrow tasks, resulting in the inability of systematic job rotation.

management to move them around in
accordance with operational needs.

* What is the distribution of staff * There may be overstaffing at the HQ level * Smoothen staff distribution between
between HQ and Regional and Local leaving very little capacity at the HQ. Regional and Local offices.
offices and between tasks? operational level. Conversely, the Ensure that adequate staff are posted to

number of staff at the HQ may be too few, high priority areas such as tax audit.
making it difficult for the center to
effectively supervise field offices.
Further, there may be too few employees
working on enforcement functions.

* Can the RA management transfer staff * Employees may be recruited for particular * Revise rules to provide for greater
to other tasks and geographical stations and their terms and conditions mobility for employees to improve
locations? may not allow transferring them to other managerial flexibility, enhance

regional and local offices. employee experience, and reduce
corruption caused by too long a stint at
one station.

* What is the age profile of employees? * The average age of employees may be too * Recruit younger employees at entry
high, making them disinclined to learn use levels to encourage adoptioni of isew
of new technologies and processes. technology and methods in the RA.

* Provide incentives for older employees
to leam new skills.
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Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

* What is the rate of turnover of RA * The RA may experience very heavy staff * Improve salary and incentives of RA
employees. turnover due to low salaries. This may employees to reduce turnover.

have adverse effects on institutional
memory, effectiveness of training and
operational efficiency.

* How easy is it for the RA management * The RA management may not have the * Increase the autonomy of the RA in
to recruit new staff and remove non- authority to recruit, fire or discipline personnel management.
performers or corrupt staff, employees.

Physical * What is the level of physical resources * The level and quality of physical resources * Upgrade physical infrastructure of the
Resources available to the RA? may be inadequate for the RA purposes. RA.

* Office buildings.

* Office equipment.

* Records storage facilities.

* Vehicles.

* Communication equipment.

* Warehouses.

* X-ray machines, weigh-bridges
and chemical labs for customs.

* Others.

Intangible * What is the image of the RA amongst * The RA's image amongst taxpayers may * Improve the RA's image through
Resources taxpayers and other stakeholders with be poor. This may lead to increased non- improvements in its effectiveness,

regard to: compliance and tax evasion. efficiency and integrity.
* Efficiency;
* Helpfulness;
* Enforcement capacity;
* Integrity; and
* Faimess?

* What is the level of morale of RA * Employee morale and commitment may * Improve morale through improved
employees and their commitment to be low. organizational effectiveness, better
organizational goals? emoluments, improved skill levels etc..

* What is the level of enforcement * The RAs enforcement powers may be * Enhance enforcement powers through
l________________ powers available to the RA? inadequate. legal amendments.
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III. Revenue Administration History

The history of the RA has a major impact on its current performance. It also often restricts the degrees
of freedom available for future action. As such, a good understanding of the RA's history is essential. The
main issues to be analyzed are the following:

Effect of Past Events and lecisions on Current and Future Operations

A variety of past events and decisions may reduce the ability of the RA to produce expected results.
Periodic tax amnesties may have created an expectation of more such amnesties in the future, encouraging non-
compliance. Major court decisions may have created prohibitions or constraints that make it difficult for the RA
to administer the tax laws effectively. The actions of political leaders or top management of the RA in high
profile cases may have undermined the deterrent effect of the RA's actions to counter evasion. Also, strategic
resource commitments may have been made that rule out certain alternative strategies for improving
performance.

Nature of Past Crises and Organizational Response

The RA may have faced a number of crises in the past in the form of staff strikes; macro-economic
shocks; rapid increases in the number of taxpayers; abrupt changes in top management; and corruption scandals.
An analysis of these crises and the RA's response to them is likely to reveal major institutional fault lines that
may need to be repaired.

Evolution of Core Norms and Values

As in all institutions, core norms and values of the RA develop over a long period of time. As we will
see while analyzing the transformation processes of the RA, these have a significant impact on its performance.
An understanding of the reasons, processes and experiences that have led to the current norms and values is
likely to provide clues about institutional changes needed to improve the informal organization of the RA.

Experience with Past Reform Efforts

Since the purpose of the diagnosis is to enhance the institutional capacity of the RA, it is instructive to
see how past reform efforts have fared. Some of these may have worked, while others may have failed. To
avoid repetition of mistakes and build on achievements, it is important to know the reasons behind the failures
and the successes.

Table 3 provides the diagnostic questions, institutional and organizational deficiencies likely to be
encountered, and possible reform options pertinent to the analysis of RA history.
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Table 3; Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration History

Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be Encountered

Current Impact of * What are the major events or * Courts may have rendered decisions that * Develop alternate strategies that are niot
Past Events strategic decisions of the recent seriously restrict the power of the RA to prohibited by court decisionis.

past that have an impact on collect incriminating evidence of tax evasion,
current performance? penalize non-compliance or tax a major tax * Consider possibility of neutralizing advcrsc

base. court judgements through legislation.

* A strategic decision to focus audits on large * Revise audit strategy to cover mediuimi, and
taxpayers only may have caused wide- spread small business on a selective basis.
evasion amDngst medium and small
businesses.

* Frequent tax amnesties may have created an * Evaluate the full cost of amrnesties and
expectation amongst taxpayers of more develop a policy consensus on avoiding
amnesties to come. Therefore, they may find them in the future. Send credible signals to
it profitable not to comply with the tax laws on taxpayers to convince them of tle
a regular basis. Instead, they may wait for the government's seriousness to follow this
next amnesty when their undisclosed wealth policy.
would be regularized without any penalty.

* What major crises have been * RA's efforts to directly monitor business * Talk to the relevant stakeholders. address
faced by the RA recently and activity through survey of business premises their legitimate concerns. explain the need
how has it responded to them? may have met with strong, violent opposition for the RA to be able to directiv monitor

from organized trade groups, leading it to business activity on a selective basis.
abandon such efforts altogether. Increase security for RA staff undertaking

such operations.

* In the face of strong resistance by staff unions, * Establish an enlightened dialogue with the
RA management may have committed not to unions. Jointly determine the costs and
computerize operations. This may be a major benefits of computerization to the RA and
causc of continuing operational inefficiencies. its employees. Develop credible stratcgies

to mitigate the adverse effects of
computerization on employees who Ima)
become redundant.

* What has been the impact of * The RA may have had to frequently suspend * Develop a political consensus on non,-
political and RA leadership investigations in cases of high profile interference with RA operations (not easy)
behavior on the performance of taxpayers close to leading politicians. As a
the RA? result, its effectiveness in curbing tax fraud

may be low.

* Blatant corruption amongst top RA * Strengthen anti-corruption inechanisnss in
management may have led to an environment the RA.
of generalized corruption in the organization.
Consequently, there may be a huge gap * Replace and penalize corrupt manavcrs and
between actual and potential tax collections. staff.

* How have the core niorms and * RA management may officially exhort staffto * Bring formal pronouncements antd practice
values of the RA evolved in strictly apply the tax laws. But in practice it into sync.
recent years? may direct staff to go slow on taxpayers close

to it. Stafftrust in management may be low.

* Promotions may have been based on personal * Change promotion system to make it more
contacts, rather than merit. As a result, there transparent and merit-based.
may exist a culture of sycophancy in the RA.

* What has been the experience of * The RA may have gone through various * Develop future reform efforts in
the RA in previous reform unsuccessful reform attempts. Due to this consultation witl cniployves. Incorporate
efforts? What are the successes there may be considerable staff cynicism the lessons learnt from past failures. Build
and failures? What lessons can towards attempts to improve performance. on past successes. Convince employees uf
be learnt for the future? the management's commitment to reforits
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IV. Revenue Administration Strategy

Strategy is the fourth input into the RA's transformation process. In analyzing the congruence of
Strategy with the environment, resources, history, transformation processes and outputs of the RA, the following
five aspects need to be considered:

Mission;
. Vision;

Key Result Areas;
Performance Objectives; and

* Operational strategies to achieve performance objectives.

Table 4 provides the framework for analyzing these elements.
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Table 4: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration Strategy

Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

Mission * What does the RA regard as its core * The RA may not have a clear sense of * Develop a clear, agreed Mission
Mission? Is the Mission clearly defined its core Mission. Consequently it may Statement based on wide internal and
and articulated? lack a strategic direction. Even if the extemal consultation. Ensure that

Mission is defined, it may be there is ownership at the political,
platitudinous and ambiguous. management and staff levels.

* Does the Mission adequately take into * The Mission may be over-ambitious * Adjust Mission to constraints.
account the constraints imposed by the given the inputs and institutional
Environment, History. Resources and capacity of the RA.
Transformation Processes of the RA?

* Is the Mission generally shared by the * The Mission Statement may have been * Continuously emphasize Mission in

political executive, RA management created in a vacuum and may not have policies and operations.
and staff? Does it actually inform the the support or commitment of the
functioning of the RA? RA's political superiors, management

and staff. Therefore it may have little
impact on actual operations.

Vision * What is the RA's vision? * The RA may either not have a clear * Same as mentioned in the context of
vision for the future, or the vision may Mission above.

* Is it realistic? be expressed in superlative terms (e.g.
to be the best RA in the world) with
no consideration for the limitations

* Is it reflected in the RA's day to day imposed by the environment, history,
functioning and modernization plans? resources and transformation capacity.

The Vision may also be altogether
ignored in normal operations.

Strategic Plan * Does a Strategic Plan exist? Is it * The RA may not have any strategic * Develop a Strategic Plan. The detailed
realistic? Are the objectives clear? Is it plan and may merely be operating in a elements of the Strategic Plan are

being implemented? routine, reactive mode. considered in the other rows of this
table.

Key Result Areas * Are key result areas clearly defined? * Key result areas (KRAs) may not be * Define KRAs clearly and realistically.
Do they fit the Environment, History, properly identified, or realistic given
Resources and Transformation the demands and constraints of the
Processes of the RA? RA.

* Are there any areas that are not core * The RA may be engaged in activities * Eliminate non-core activities from the
activities of the RA? that are not directly connected to RA's mandate.

revenue administration, e. g.
processing Income and Asset
Declarations of all public officials,
required as an anti-corruption
measure.

* Can non-core activities be discontinued, * The RA may be spending resources on * Discontinue, privatize, contract out or
divested, or contracted out? activities that could be performed by delegate non-core activities. e.g.

others more cost-effectively, e.g. contract out tax collection and return
collection of tax payments. processing to banks.

Performance * What are the performance objectives of * Performance objectives may not be * Define performance objectives

Objectives the RA? Are these objectives congruent clearly defined. They may also be keeping in view the demands on and

with the Environment, History and over-ambitious in the light of the the constraints of the RA. Make them
Resources of the RA and the KRAs? resources and capacity of the RA. consistent with the KRAs.

They may be inconsistent with the
KRAs.

* Do performance objectives emphasize * Performance objectives may be * Re-define performance objectives in
inputs or outputs and outcomes? defined in terms of inputs, rather than terms of outputs and outcomes, not

outputs and outcomes. As a result RA inputs.
effort may be focussed on spending
targeted inputs rather than producing
results.
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Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

* Are there performance indicators to * Performance indicators may not exist * Develop objective performance
measure achievement of objectives? or be vaguely defined. indicators to monitor and evaluate RA

performance and improve
accountability for results.

Operational * Do operational strategies used by the * The operational strategies employed * Develop operational strategies that
str-ategies to achieve RA optimize the use of its resourecs? by the RA may imply mismanagement make the best use of availabte
lierformance and wastage of resources: For resources. For instance:
objectives example: * Give spccial attention to

* Indiscriminately scrutinizing monitoring large taxpayers.
returns of all taxpayers without
any regard to size of the * Require taxpayers to do a self-
taxpayer or the potential for tax assessment of their taxes. instead
evasion. of relying on the RA to assess

their tax liability.
* Training staff in one area but

assigning them to totally * Require employers, financial
unrelated areas. institutions and others to

withhold taxes on certain
* Completing ex-parte transactions. on its behalf'

assessments merely to meet
targets for number of * Audit onlv a fraction of returns
assessments done and filed.
immediately reopening the
cases. * Focus on a few highi profile

concealmcnt cases to create a
wide-spread deterrent ef'fect.

* Allocate the best staff te audit
and investigation.

* Does the RA employ effective strategies * The RA may not have good strategies * Develop and iniplement operational
to monitor tax compliance and evasion to keep tabs on taxpayer compliance strategies to improve the RA's

patterns and modus operandi adopted knowledge of and ability to check
for tax evasion. This may be reflected non-zompliancc and tax evasioni. For
in its inability to detect non- instance:
compliance and fraud. i Collecting iifortnation on

taxable transactions from third
parties.

* Strengthening intelligence
operations.

* Exchanging information with
other government departnments.

* Entering into international
cooperation anid information
sharina aareements.

* Direct veriticatiosi of compliance
through site visits.

* Does the RA have effective strategies to * The RA may lack viable strategics to * Develop RA Modernization Strategy
upgrade its resources to meet emerging modernize its operations and
challenges resources, thus, condemning it to

continued low performance
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V. Revenue Administration Transformation Processes

The analysis of the Transformation Processes of the RA is more complex than that of the other elements
of the revenue administration system, because it requires an analysis of the congruence between four variables:
tasks, formal organization arrangements, informal organization and individuals.

Tables 5a and 5b provide a detailed list of the Organization and Management Tasks and Technical
Tasks of the RA, respectively, along with a brief description of the nature of these tasks. As would be seen, this
list contains tasks of both tax and customs administrations. In cases where the RA deals with only tax or
customs administration, the tasks that are not applicable should be ignored.

The important formal organizational arrangements that need to be examined can be divided into the
following broad categories:

* The Formal Institutional Framework consisting of the administrative and procedural laws, rules,
instructions, forms and accountability mechanisms;

* The Organizational Arrangements;
* Business processes;
* Information Systems for performance of different tasks;
* Allocation of Workload and Resources; and
* The Work Environment in which tasks are performed.

The informal organization to be studied comprises of informal norms, conventions, values, processes,
patterns of relationships within and between groups, communication channels, influence mechanisms and role
models.

Finally, in evaluating individuals, their academic level, experience, skills, aptitude, motivation and
personal goals need to be considered with reference to the demands of different tasks, the formal organization
and the culture of the RA.

For the purpose of analysis of the transformation processes of the RA, Table 6 provides diagnostic
questions, institutional and organizational problems likely to be encountered and possible reform options. These
are organized under three headings: Formal Organizational Arrangements, Informal Organization and
Individuals. For each Task, or cluster of related Tasks, the diagnostic questions under each of the three
headings should be answered to determine the fit between the four elements of the transformnation process.
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Table 5a: Description of Revenue Administration Tasks- Organization and
Management Tasks

Organization and Management Tasks
Strategy Formulation, Planning, budgeting, resource allocation
* Develop organizational strategy;
* Preparation of Corporate Plans and Annual Business Plans;
* Setting of annual performance targets;
* Budget formulation;
* Allocation of non-financial resources to different organizational units and tasks.

Policy formulation
* Participation in formulation of tax policy;
* Development of management and technical policies to give effect to the RA's Strategy.
* Review and modification of policies in the light of changes in tax laws, taxpayer behavior, operational priorities, field experience etc..
* Enunciation and dissemination of policies.

Monitoring and evaluation
* Establishment of reporting rules;
* Collection and analysis of performance data;
* Supervision of field offices to assess quality of outputs and service delivery;
* Evaluation of performance against targets;
* Remedial actions to remove bottlenecks, solve problems and address performance deficiencies;
* Feeding back results of monitoring and evaluation into planning and policy formulation.

Coordination
* Coordination within organizational units;
* Coordination between organizational units;
* Coordination with other agencies and stakeholders;
* Internal communication channels.

Financial management
* Budget Execution
* Procurement of goods and services
* Accounting
* Financial reporting

Asset management
* Acquisition of assets: buildings, goods and services
* Control, security, maintenance, renewal, retirement and disposal of assets.
* Prevention of misuse of official property for personal use.

Internal control
* Design, implementation and review of institutional checks and balances;
* Internal audit.

Anti-corruption
* Implementation of code ofethicsto define standards of expected behavior;
* Development and implementation of disciplinary rules;
* Vigilance:

* Monitoring employee conduct;
* Monitoring and analyzing declarations of assets and income by staff;
* Investigating allegations of misconduct and corruption;

* Carrying out of disciplinary proceedings to punish corrupt officials;
* Cooperation with extemal anti-corruption agencies in investigation of corruption in the RA;
* Mobilizing civil society support to curb corruption in the RA;
* Providing training in ethics to staff
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Organization and Management Tasks

External relations
* Effective interaction with important environmental actors to promote RA objectives; meet external challenges and exploit emerging

opportunities:
. Ministry of Finance: tax policy, tax laws, administrative budget and reporting on operations;
. Legislature and the Ministry of Justice: tax laws and regulations;
. Judiciary: expeditious and impartial disposal of tax cases, training of judges in tax matters, if needed;
. National prosecutor's office: representation of the RA before the courts in tax and customs cases,
. Public Service Commission (where applicable): HRM matters;
. Police: protection of staff during field operations;
* Other government agencies: information relevant to taxation;
. Airports, border posts, free trade zones, and warehouses: customs operations;
. Banks: tax collections;
. Tax lawyers and accountants, chambers of commerce, professional associations etc.: enlisting support to improve voluntary compliance;
. Media: communications with the public regarding tax law changes, advantages of tax compliance and consequences for non-compliance;
. Foreign countries: tax treaties and agreements on cooperation in investigation of tax and customs fraud
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Table 5b: Description of Revenue Administration Tasks- Technical
Tasks

Technical Tasks'
Registration
* Registration of taxpayers;
* Registration of importers, exporters, brokers, clearing agents etc-;
* Assignment of unique taxpayer identification numbers (TIN);
* Periodic updating of taxpayers' registers;
* Detection of unregistered potential taxpayers.

Taxpayer Services
* Taxpayer education:

* Seminars, workshops, advertisements, brochures, TV ads, interviews, competitions; books for adolescents, dissemination through the
internet etc..

* Taxpayer assistance:
* Telephone Help lines;
* Floor walkers;
* Assistance in understanding legal and procedural issues and filling forms.

* Facilitation of voluntary compliance:
* Setting up of one stop offices and counters;
* Providing electronic filing and payment facilities;
* Refurbishing waiting areas

Trade Facilitation
* Improving cargo and passenger processing procedures;
* Reducing clearing time;
* Enabling electronic filing of customs declarations, payment of duties and clearance of goods;
* Creating fast track processes for established, compliant clients;
* Establishing joint border posts;

Processing of Returns and Payments
* Receipt and checking of tax returns;
* Receipt and checking of customs declarations and valuation, classification of imports and exports;
* Processing of payments of taxes and duties;
* Detection of non-filers, stop-filers and payment defaulters;
* Remedial actions to secure compliance with filing and payment obligations;
* Issue of tax refunds.

Monitoring of tax withholders and collection agents
* Monitoring of persons required to withhold tax on payments made to other taxpayers to verify:

* Whether the correct amount of tax is withheld;
* The amount of tax withheld is paid to the RA in time.

* Monitoring of banks and other organizations receiving tax returns and payments to verify:
* Timely payment of taxes into government account;
* Quality of transcribed information forwarded to the RA

Collection of information about taxable transactions
* Collection of information from third parties:

* Financial institutions;
* Govt. Agencies;
* Traders;
* Foreign Giovts.;
* Stock brokers.

Intelligence operations:
* Purchase of information from informants;
* Processing of complaints of tax evasion;

6 To avoid repetition, in classifying the Technical Tasks of the RA it has been assumed that the RA being studied covers both tax administration and
customs administration. In case taxes and customs are administered by different organizations, the tasks that are not applicable should be ignored.
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Technical Tasks"
* Surveillance of suspect taxpayers;
* Research and analysis.

* Search and seizure, and survey operations to obtain incriminating evidence.

Risk analysis and selection of cases for physical inspection, audit and investigation
* Analysis of returns and declarations, in the light of risk factors, to select cases where the possibility for tax fraud is high.

Physical inspection of cargo, passenger baggage, ships, aircraft and vehicles
* Physical inspection to:

* Detect undeclared imports and exports;
* Apprehend contraband.

Audit and Investigation
* Audit planning;
* Examination of returns and books of accounts;
* Inquiries from third parties;
* Collection of documentary and oral evidence;
* Examination of legal issues,
* Assessment of additional liabilities for tax, interest and penalties;

* Evaluation of audits.

Recovery of Tax Arrears
* Persuasive recovery;
* Coercive recovery:
* Bankruptcy proceedings;
* Recovery through courts.

Anti-smuggling operations
* Search and seizure operations;
* Checking of vehicles in transit;
* Apprehension of contraband;
* Sale or destruction of confiscated goods.

Monitoring and control of bonded warehouses
* Checking warehouses to ensure compliance with contractual obligations;

* Verification of internal controls;
* Periodic verification of inventories.

Control of printing and use of VAT invoices
* Registration of authorized printers of VAT invoices;
* Control and approval of number of invoices to be printed by traders;
* Physical verification of invoices to prevent issue of unauthorized invoices;

* Spot checks of customers to verify if sales are being recorded;
* Imposition of penalties on defaulting businesses.

Legal and Judicial Matters:

(a) Legislation
* Amendment of existing legislation;
* Preparation of new legislation;
* Preparation of regulations;
* Issue of rulings and clarifications on legal matters.

(b) Appeals
* Administrative hearing of objections and appeals;
* Defense of the RA's actions before higher appellate authorities;
* Scrutiny of appellate decisions and filing further appeals.

(c) Prosecution
* Prosecuting tax evaders in criminal courts.

Fiscal studies
* Analysis of revenue collection and compliance patterns, tax burden on different sectors, effect of exemptions and deductions, revenue effects

of proposed tax policy changes etc..
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Table 6: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration
Transformation Processes

Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

Formal Organizational Arrangements

A. Formal Institutional Framework A. Formal Institutional Framework A. Formal Institutional Framework

* What is the quality of the formal administrative and * The formal administrative laws, rules, * Review and revise the formal
procedural laws, rules, instructions, forms and instructions forms and accountability administrative laws, rules,
accountability mechanisms applicable to the Task? mechanisms may suffer from various instructions, forms and accountability
Are they conducive to the effective and efficient deficiencies, such as poor definition of mechanisms pertaining to the Task, to
performance of the Task? purpose, substantive content, remove anomalies and weaknesses.

procedures, rights and obligations of
different parties, and penalties for
non-compliance; inconsistency; lack
of transparency; too much discretion;
insufficient delegation of authority; or
non-enforceability. For example:

* The rules for Preparation of
corporate plans and budgets may
be unclear leading to confusion
and lack of clarity in
performance objectives and
resource allocation.

* Recruitment rules may specify
academic qualifications that
have no relationship to actual
job content.

* Rules for use of official vehicles
for personal use may be
ambiguous, resulting in
widespread misuse.

* The RA may have inadequate
powers to compel witnesses to
give evidence on oath, or to
seize incriminating documents.
Therefore, its assessments may
be consistently overturned by
appellate authorities for lack of
evidence.

* The procedures for filing of
returns may require monthly
VAT returns from all taxpayers,
causing a flood of returns that
the RA cannot handle.

* Forms to be filled in by * Redesign forms where necessary.
taxpayers may be poorly
designed, incomprehensible and
unnecessarily detailed.

Do the formal laws and rules, pertaining to the Task, * The design of the formal institutional * Change incentives and penalties to
contain appropriate incentives and penalties to framework may be flawed inasmuch increase compliance with the formal
encourage compliance with them? as it may not provide sufficient institutional arrangements of the Task.

incentives and penalties. For
example:
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

* Promotion criteria in the RA
may give no weight to integrity,
encouraging officials to ignore
the Code of Ethics.

* No rewards may be available to
officers for carrying out difficult
and risky investigations against
tax evaders, even though intemal
rules may require them to do so.

* Taxpayers may have no
incentive to file returns on time,
as penalty for late filing,
prescribed by the law, may be
too low.

* Strengthen internal control systems.
* How effective are the enforcement mechanisms? * Even where the institutional

framework is in order, there may be * Create institutional arrangements to
serious weaknesses in enforcement: take prompt action against serious

deviations.
* No action may be taken when

performance targets stated in * Deal strictly with infractions of
corporate plans are not met. institutional rules.

* Officers against whom
corruption complaints are
received may be let off with a
rap on the wrist.

* Penalties may not be imposed
when tax evasions is detected.

* Disseminate rules widely. Educate
* Are the formal rules disseminated and understood? * Many times formal rules may not be staff, taxpayers and other stakeholders

followed simply because they are about them.
unknown or not clearly understood.

B. Organizational Arrangements B. Organizational Arrangements B. Organizational Arrangements

* The organizational arrangements * Examine and streamline organizational
* Are the organizational arrangements relating to the pertaining to certain tasks may be arrangements to ensure proper

task satisfactory? unsatisfactory. performance of the task.

* Are the jurisdiction, functions, powers, * The jurisdiction, functions,
responsibilities and reporting relationships powers, responsibilities and
relating to the Task clearly demarcated? reporting relationships between

different organizational units
* How are the different jobs relating to the Task involved in the Task may be

organized within the RA? unclear leading to conflict and

dysfunction. For example two
* Are there control, coordination and offices may claim jurisdiction

communication linkages in place to ensure over the same taxpayer, one on
proper performance of the Task? the basis of geography, the other

on the basis of the size or type of
business of the taxpayer.

* The task of collection of
information from third parties
may be fragmented between
various organizational units.

* There may be inadequate review
of sensitive, high revenue cases
in the Audit Unit.

* Financial Police may be in
charge of criminal investigation,
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

but there may not be adequate
coordination between it and the
Audit Unit.

* There may be a lack of
coordination between authorized
representatives of the RA,
appearing on its behalf before
appellatc authorities, and field
offices. so that the former may
not receive case records in time
to properly defend the RA's
orders before the appellate
authorities.

* There may be inadequate sharing
of information between the
Customs and Tax sides of the
RA causing avoidable
weaknesses in assessments.

C. Business Processes C. Business Processes
C. Business Processes * The business processes pertaining to * Review and re-engineering business
* Are the business processes relating to thetask the task may be extremely time- processes applicable to the Task

efficient and effective? consuming and tedious. They may
involve unnecessary steps,
duplication of effort, multiple hand-
offs, and avoidable checks and
balances. They may also be based on
antiquated technology and
inadequate physical infrastructure.
The result may be high transaction
costs for taxpayers, wastage of RA
resources, ineffectiveness in
executing sensitive operations,
demoralization of staff and avoidable
delays. Some examples:

* The taxpayer may have to go to
six different offices to get a tax
clearance certificate to import
raw materials;.

* The processing of a retum may
require checking by four
different persons without much
value added by most of them.

* Information gathered from third
parties may be disseminated
through paper mail and there
may be no way to make sure that
it would be linked to the
pertinent case file for use during
audits.

* Taxpayers may be called to the
RA office on repeated occasions
for audits, but sent away without
any examination of their cases
being done.

D. Information systems D. Information systems
D. Information systems * The Task may be done manually * To the extent possible, automate the
* Is the Task performed manually or is it performed leading to operational inefficiency as Task. Acquire requisite software and

using information technology? well as inability to effectively use hardware.

information for tax enforcement.

.. .. . * The IT systems in use may be * Improve IT systems for different tasks.
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

* If IT systems are being used for the Task, are these inadequate or obsolete. Replace obsolete software and
appropriate to its requirements? Are they up to hardware.
date?

* There may actually be very good IT * Devise strategies to ensure that
* Are existing IT systems for the Task being used systems available for the Task, but existing IT systems are exploited to

optimally? these may not be exploited fully for their full potential.
various reasons, including lack of staff
training, poor information quality or
staff resistance.

* The number of computers per * Acquire additional hardware.
* Is the coverage of the IT systems available for the organizational unit or employee may

Task, in terms of offices, organizational units and be too low to allow efficient use of the
staff members, adequate? IT systems.

* The quality of information available * Improve information quality by
* Is the information avallable for the performance of may be poor due to input errors, cleaning up and updating databases

the Task of good quality? inadequate record keeping, lack of and manual records. Acquire
databases or infrequent updating. additional information as needed.

* Information may be overly * Decentralize information access.
* Is the information required for the Task readily centralized, so that it is not accessible

available to managers and staff? to operational staff on time.

* Poor telecommunication links may * Improve telecommunication
restrict access to information. infrastructure of the RA.

* The information systems may be * Strengthen security of information and
* How secure are the information and information vulnerable to theft or corruption due information systems.

systems pertaining to the Task? to lax security.

* Management and storage of paper Improve management of paper records
* How are the paper records pertaining to the Task records may be very poor. Records through better filing and storage

managed? may be stored in damp rooms without systems and use of scanning
proper racks or indices, making it technology.
virtually impossible to retrieve them
when needed.

E. Allocation of workload and E. Allocation of workload and
E. Allocation of workload and resources resources resources

* The workload distribution between * Redistribute workload more evenly.
* Is the workload pertaining to the Task optimally different offices and organizational

distributed between different organizational units? units may be skewed, causing under-
utilization of resources in some units
and ineffectiveness, due to
overloading, in others.

* The allocation of resources to the * Adjust resource allocation to ensure
* Is the allocation of financial, human and phvsical Task may not be in accordance to efficient and effective performance of

resources to the Task in accordance with the workload, task complexity, or the Task.
workload, task complexity and strategic priority of strategic priorities. For instance:
the task?

* Too few skilled tax inspectors
may be allocated to audit and
investigation, even though these
are key result aeas of the RA.

* The case load per officer may be
so heavy that it may be
impossible for the staff to
examine cases thoroughly.

* Relatively new staff may be
posted in the Taxpayer Services
Unit and may be unable to
answer taxpayer queries.
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

* There may be no IT specialist in
rgional offices to attend to
frequent breakdowns of IT
systems.

* Staff deputed on field surveys
may have no vehicles allotted to
them.

F. Work environment F. Work environment
F. Work environment * The working environment may be * Improve work environment.
* What is the quality of the general work environment very poor: bad, ill-lit buildings,

pertaining to the Task? Is it conducive to efficient broken fumiture, lack of adequate
working and good staff morale? working space, absence of basic

amenities etc.. Due to this the
efficiency level may be very low as
also staff commitment and morale.

Informal Organization or Culture

* To what extent do the parties who have to follow the * The formal rules may have been * Build consensus amongst stakeholders
formal institutional framework applicable to the Task imposed on the managers and staff of around the legitimacy, rationale and
agree with it? the RA as well as taxpayers and other appropriateness of the formal

interested parties, without adequate institutional structure relating to the
consultation with them or in spite of Task, to promote voluntary
opposition from them. On account of compliance.
this, there may be littde commitment to
the rules and the parties may not give
much importance to them in their
transactions. Thus, voluntary
compliance with the rules may be low
due to lack of ownership.

* To what extent is the formal institutional framework * Formal rules may not be regularly * Emphasize and insist on following
pertaining to the Task actually adhered to? followed e.g.: prescribed rules.

* While budget rules may state
that no budgetary overruns
would be permitted, in fact
organizational units may face a
very soft budget constraint.

* Do the norms and values of the managers and staff * Managers and staff may merely pay * Build consensus within the RA about
of the RA support the strategy and formal lip service to the stated organizational the informal norms and values that
organizational arrangements relating to the Task? goals of the RA with respect to the managers and staff would seek to

Task and may not have the practice in their official transactions.
commitment to achieve them. Emphasize:

* Adherence to formal
* Formal rules may be regularly flouted organizational arrangements;

for personal and extraneous reasons. * Integrity:
* Objectivity;

* Recruitment and promotion may be * Faimess;
based on personal relationships and * Taxpayer service;
favors rather than merit. * Pursuit of excellence;

* Safeguarding the interests of the
* Formal hierarchical channels may be govemment.

bypassed by subordinates to subvert * Team work.
the authority of supervisors, making it * Sharing of information.
difficult to enforce accountability.

* Build esprit de corps around the
* Corruption may be widespread desired values.

leading to harassment of taxpayers
when they come in contact with RA * Publish a Code of Conduct to clearly
officials. Corruption may also make define expectations.
enforcement highly arbitrary and
ineffective. * Teach the Code of Conduct to new

recruits during induction training.
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered
* Legal decisions may be routinely

based on arbitrary interpretation of * Counsel staff who fail to adhere to
law and may not be backed by desired values.
defensible evidence.

* Encourage senior managers to set
* Officers of the RA may be rude, examples through behavior of leaders.

unhelpful and intimidating to
taxpayers. * Create vigilance mechanisms to

monitor staff conduct.
* RA officials may be over-sympathetic

towards taxpayers and loathe to
forcefully enforce tax laws.

* Staff may not dig deep enough to
make audits meaningful.

Individuals

0 Are the qualifications, skills and personal goals and
incentives of managers and staff involved in the * There may be a serious mismatch * Carry out a skills assessment of staff
Task congruent with task requirements? between the qualifications, skills, and managers and match skills to

experience and aptitude of staff in tasks.
charge of the Task and the
requirements of the Task. For * Address skill deficiencies through
instance: training of existing staff or recruitment
* Staff deputed on taxpayer of qualified new staff.

assistance may not have the
aptitude for client service.

* Managers may lack management
skills.

* Staff working on anti-smuggling
may not be trained to deal with
risky situations.

* Employees working on audit
may not know enough of
accounting, law and business
practices to properly examine
the taxpayer's accounts.

Are the qualifications, skills and personal goals and * Individuals in the RA may not fit the * Improve the fit between employees
incentives of managers and staff congruent with the formal organizational arrangements: and the formal organizational
formal organizational arrangements pertaining to the arrangements through:
Task? * Tax laws and rules may be too * Training and professional

complex for them to understand. development.
* Incentives.

* Business processes may be too * Penalties.
tedious, repetitive and
uninspiring.

* Formal rules may snuff out
initiative and enterprise.

* Staff may be in the RA to make
money for themselves, rather
than collect taxes for the
govemment.

* Are the attitudes and actions of individuals * The attitudes and actions of * Bring individual attitudes in line with
congruent with the informal organization required individuals engaged in the Task may the desired norms and values through:
for the proper performance of the Task? be contrary to the informal * Communications campaigns.

organization needed for the Task. For * Rewards and incentives.
instance: * Orientation courses.

* Coaching and mentoring.
* They may engage in
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Task Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Possible Reform Options
Deficiencies Likely to be
Encountered

discrimination based on color,
race or gender, or in sexual
harassment.

* Managers may be unwilling to
share information.

• Individuals may not be inclined
to work in teams, or to coach
and mentor juniors.

* Officials may not be prepared to
take the necessary risks.
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VI. Revenue Administration Outputs

The RA produces a number of outputs at the organizational, unit and individual levels. Outputs
resulting from the performance of statutory functions include taxes and duties collected, tax declarations
processed, shipments inspected, orders imposing additional tax liability or penalties passed, appeals decided and
confiscated goods sold. Outputs relating to taxpayer service comprise of guides and brochures distributed,
television programs produced, advice given to taxpayers on specific legal and procedural issues and so on.
Finally, outputs pertaining to the internal management include action plans, progress reports, performance
evaluations, posting and transfer orders, administrative instructions, financial accounts, annual reports, etc.. The
following issues need to be considered while analyzing RA outputs:

* Are the actual outputs of the RA, at the organizational, unit and individual levels, the outputs that were
sought by the RA's Strategy?

* Are outputs at the organizational, unit and individual level congruent with each other?
* Is the quantity and quality of outputs in accordance with performance targets?
* Are the outputs produced in a timely cost effective manner?
* Do the outputs taken together contribute to the attainment of the RA's strategic goals?
* Does the RA produce any undesirable outputs? If so, how do these impact on the RA?
* Are there any outputs that the RA is currently not producing, but ought to?

Table 7 provides the framework for analyzing RA outputs.
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Table 7: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration Outputs

Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Deficiencies Likely to be Possible Reform Options
Encountered

* Are the actual outputs of the RA at The actual outputs of the RA may be different from those required by the * Make actual and expected outputs
the organizational, unit and Strategy, e.g.: congruent through better monitoring,
individual levels the outputs that * While the strategy may require examination of only a small sample of timely remedial actions and adjusting
were sought by the RA's Strategy? tax retums, in actuality field offices may continue to chum out incentives.

assessment orders based on exarnination of all returns filed.
* Courteous taxpayer service may be the cornerstone of the strategy to

boost voluntary compliance, but in reality staff may be rude and
unhelpful to taxpayers.

* Progress reports produced by field offices may not correspond to the
strategic objectives set by headquarters and may, consequently, be of
little use in managerial decision making.

* Are outputs at the organizational, Individuals and organizational units may not pull together towards the RA's * Same as above.
unit and individual level congruent goals. For instance:
with each other? * In the area of taxpayer assistance, staff may actually be busy advising

taxpayers on how to exploit the internal weaknesses of the RA to evade
taxes, instead of assisting them in properly complying with the law.

* In some RAs where regional offices collect taxes for both the central
and regional govemments, such offices may only focus on collecting
regional taxes and neglect collection of central taxes.

* Is the quantity of outputs in * The RA may not be producing the required amount of outputs: * Same as above.
accordance with performance * Amount of tax and duties collected;
targets? * % of cases audited;

* Value of cargo processed in a given time.

* Is the quality of outputs in line with * The quality of the RA's outputs may be low: * Same as above.
the performance targets? * The quality of service provided to taxpayers may be unsatisfactory

* Assessment and penalty orders may be poorly written, making
them difficult to defend in appeals;

* Physical inspection of cargo may miss contraband on most
occasions.

* Are the outputs produced in a timely * The RA may take too long to produce outputs increasing compliance * Same as above.
manner? and admninistrative costs:

* It may take a number of years to finalize tax liability in certain
cases;

* Tax revenue may be lost because certain actions, like assessments
and imposition of penalties may become legally time-barred.

* Are the outputs produced in a cost * RA outputs may be produced at too great a cost due to inefficiencies in * Examine unit output costs. Improve
effective manner? the transformation process. business processes, IT systems

resource use patterns to make RA
operations more costeffective.

* Do the outputs taken together * While the RA may be producing all the outputs mandated by its strategy * Review strategy and modify
contribute to the attainment of the and plans, overall its impact on revenue collections and tax evasion may expected outputs to redirect RA
RA's strategic goals? be low. resources.

* Does the RA produce any * Undesirable outputs may be produced by the RA, such as: * Strengthen vigilance to prevent
undesirable outputs? If so how do * Harassment of taxpayers; misconduct
these impact on the RA? * Misuse of confidential taxpayer information; * Take steps to reduce workplace

* Employee stress; streSs.
* Corruption.

* Are there any outputs that RA is * The RA may not be producing some outputs that would improve its * Review strategy and add beneficial
currently not targeting, but that help performance e.g.: outputs to corporate plans and
achieve strategic objectives? * Consultations with taxpayers and civil society about ways to performance targets.

improve effectiveness;
* Communication campaigns to educate taxpayers;
* Offering electronic filing of retums.
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VII. Revenue Administration Feedback Mlechanisms

The feedback mechanisms of the RA are its eyes and ears through which it gets to know how the
environment is evolving and how well it is performing. The two main issues to be considered are the
effectiveness of the feedback loops and the response of the RA to the feedback received. Table 9 provides the
requisite framework for analysis.

Table 8: Framework for Analysis of Revenue Administration Feedback
Mechanisms

Diagnostic Questions Institutional and Organizational Deficiencies Likely Possible Reform Options
to be Encountered

. How good are the * The feedback loops of the RA may be dysfunctional: * Widen feedback channels through
feedback systems of the * It may not make a serious attempt to measure the quality of its systematic performance measurement,
RA? outputs. taxpayer surveys, employee surveys,

* It may not be proactive to solicit opinions of its clients and consultations with stakeholders and
stakeholders. frequent field visits by managers.

* Employees and taxpayers may be unwilling to or afraid of giving * Reassure employees and taxpayers
negative feedback. that complaints and grievances would

be dealt with constructively and
promptly, without any reprisals.

* How effectively is * Remedial action may not be taken to rectify performance * Establish institutional arrangements to
feedback used to problems, or adjust strategy, resources and transformation take effective remedial actions based
enhance organizational processes. on negative feedback.
performance? * Positive feedback may not be used to motivate staff. * Reward and encourage employees

when their performance is good.

Sample Documents Illustrating the Diagnostic Process

Initial versions of the diagnostic framework described above were used for developing the
Latvia State Revenue Service Modernization Project and the Bolivia Institutional Reform Project. A

more comprehensive use of the framework was made in the preparation of the Colombia Public
Financial Management Project - II. Copies of the working documents relating to the Colombia

project are proposed to be made available through the Tax Policy and Administration Thematic Group
Home Page on the Intranet. In the meantime, if needed, these can be obtained from the author.
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Chapter 4

From Diagnosis to Reform Strategy

Consolidating Diagnostic Results

The analysis of each element of the RA's system would result in a rich harvest of possible reform
options. As a first step towards developing a comprehensive reform strategy for the RA, the reform options
generated by the analytical frameworks of Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 should be aggregated. Due to the inter-
dependence of the different elements of the system, it would be noticed that many of the reform options listed in
the analysis of one element are also indicated by the analysis of one or more other elements. For instance, the
need to improve training in tax audit and investigation may be highlighted by the analysis of environmental
factors, such as 'The Economic Environment', or 'Taxpayers', by the analysis of 'Strategy' or by the analysis of
the 'Transformation Process' related to the tax audit function itself. Therefore, the aggregated reform options
should be sifted to eliminate duplication. This would lead to a consolidated Menu of Reform Options. This
menu would include actions that need to be taken Outside the Box, such a legislation, changes in the governance
arrangements of the RA, strengthening the judiciary's capacity to deal with revenue cases, negotiating fees for
services provided by Banks to the RA, or changing inefficient public sector-wide institutional arrangements that
adversely affect the RA's operations. It would also include a number of actions to be taken Inside the Box, such
as changes in the RA's organizational structure, improving planning and budgeting practices, strengthening
supervision of field offices, re-engineering business processes, implementing new information systems and
enhancing the quality of taxpayer service.

Evaluating Reform Options

Once a consolidated Menu of Reform Options is available, the next step is to critically evaluate these
options. First, where more than one option appears to address a problem, the alternatives need to be compared
with each other and the option that is likely to be more effective, easier to implement or less expensive should
be selected and the others discarded. Second, some options may be found to be mutually inconsistent. For
example, poor working conditions in some field offices may suggest investments in improving the infrastructure
at such offices. However, the review of RA workload may indicate shutting down these offices, due to too little
workload. Judgements, therefore, needed to be tested as to which of the conflicting reform options should be
followed. Third, the reform options needed to tested for feasibility. Are they feasible from the political,
financial, administrative and practical points of view? Some of the options, such as de-politicization of top RA
management, or enactment of laws to increase enforcement powers of the RA, may be anathema to the political
executive. Some options, involving installation of sophisticated computer systems to automate RA processes,
may not be viable because the government does not have the money to procure the systems. Yet other options,
such as changing important business processes, may be difficult to pursue due to staff resistance. Finally, some
options, such as dissemination of tax returns via the internet, may be impractical due to the lack of access of
taxpayers to computers. All options that are not feasible should be rejected.
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Prioritization

Once a reduced set of viable, high quality reform options is developed, it is important to prioritize them,
so as to use resources to the maximum effect. The priority attached to different re-form options will depend on
the peculiar circumstances of the RA, the nature of the problems it faces at a particular time and their relative
urgency; and the agenda of its top leadership. While the inter se priority of reforms will need to be worked out
on a case by case basis, the following general considerations may help to some extent:

* Look for quick wins to strengthen the constituency for reform;
• Give priority to actions that would address the most critical problems first;
* Take up actions for which there is support at the political and management levels;

Assign higher priority to reforms for which the benefit to cost ratio is higher.

Sequencing

Finally, the sequence of reforms needs to be developed. Here again, this would have to be done on a
case by case basis. Activities that have a high priority, or are designed to address urgent current problems will
obviously need to be sequenced early in the reform effort. However, within these as well as within other
medium and longer term reforms, the logical dependence of activities on each other needs to be kept in mind for
developing the correct sequencing. For instance, if the RA is contemplating recruitment of skilled staff for tax
audit, training in this area should be undertaken only when the new staff are on board, so as to avoid wasting
training resources on substitutes who will not eventually perform the function. Another important consideration
in sequencing reforms may be the absorptive capacity of the RA. While the final objective may be to create a
modem RA, this may have to be done in phases. Thus, in the first phase reforms to move the RA from a state of
total dysfunction to a reasonable level of performance may be attempted. Subsequently, as institutional leaming
and capacity improves, more complex, second generation reforms may be introduced. This approach may
require shelving some of the reform options indicated by the diagnosis for a later date.

The process of developing the reform strategy based on the diagnosis is illustrated below.

Analvsis of RA Environment | I Possible Reform ODtions | Reform
________________ _ I I Strategy

Analvsis of RA Resource Possible Reform ODtions

1 [ / \ Reforms
Analvsis of RA Historv Possible Reform ODtions Outside the

/ Consolidation Box
II \ / Evaluation

Analvsis of RA Strate2v Possible Reform ODtions Prioritization

1 \ Sequenzing
A Anav%i% af R A Trandnfrmatin| Possible Reform Ontions

Reforms
Analvsis of RA Outouts Possible Reform ODtions Inside theF \/ Box

Analvsis of RA Feedback Mechanisms PossibleReform ODtions |I
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